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Abstract
To assess the negative efects of artiicial light at night, measurement data
are oten necessary. These can be acquired from ground or satellite-based
measurements.
Satellite-based observations of artiicial light have an advantage of
global coverage. Since the launch of the Suomi National Polar-orbiting Part-
nership (S–NPP) satellite, the Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite
(VIIRS) Day-Night Band (DNB) provides a tool for worldwide night time
remote sensing for various applications, including artiicial light. We used
the data in year  from the VIIRS–DNB sensor to study the angular
distribution of artiicial light in major cities and metropoles in Europe.
Despite encountering some issues, for example low overlight rate with
cloud-free sky condition, we are able to investigate the angular distributions
of upwelling artiicial light emission for  regions, almost all of which emit
more light near the horizon.
In comparison to satellite-based observations, ground-based mea-
surements can acquire data more frequently. An international campaign
studying variations of night sky at  worldwide locations was conducted
in  and , measuring the night sky using broadband radiometers,
the Sky Quality Meters (SQMs), and was the irst time comparing ground-
based night sky measurement in a uniied analysis procedure. The presence
of artiicial light reverses the variation pattern of sky brightness at cloudy
nights. Instead of darkening of night sky by blockage of extraterrestrial
light sources, clouds backscatter the artiicial light emitted from ground,
brighting the night sky. Comparison with daytime aerosol measurement
data did not yield a consistent relationship between the aerosol content and
night sky brightness for the rural site in Cabauw, the Netherlands, but found
the brightening of the night sky of Madrid with increasing atmospheric
aerosol load.
Long-term monitoring of the night sky enables us to observe the change
in skyglow pattern over a long period. Two SQMs have been set up in a
suburban site and a rural site in Bremen, Germany since December .
The night sky of the suburban site is found to be brighter during cloudy
nights and becomes darker during the course of the night, which is typical
for a light-polluted location. While instrumental issues cannot be ruled
out, we found a decrease of sky brightness over a span of about . years,
with a stronger decreasing trend at late hours of the night. For the rural
site, the local public and domestic lightings are the dominating light source,
contributing to the larger skyglow in the early hours of the night. However,
with domestic and public lighting switched of as the night progresses, the
variation pattern of the night sky is typical for a location with less light
pollution, where the overcast sky is only slightly diferent in brightness
from clear sky. It is suspected that this trend in the change of sky brightness
originates from the gradual decrease of output of the public lighting system
due to aging, while the progress replacing the public lighting to light-
emitting diode (LED) devices is slow. An improvement in terms of ecological
impacts in the future is therefore not guaranteed.
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1 Introduction
OUR EYES are important organs to interact with the environment, as most
of the our activities require visions to accomplish. Since the invention of
controlled use of ire, its associated production of light [] extended the
active hours of human beings beyond the daytime. Through the advance
of technology and exploration of new sources of energy (e.g. fossil fuels),
artiicial light became readily available, and takes an important role in mod-
ern civilization in everyday life and in cultural aspect. However, excessive
use of artiicial light at night* has caused problems for astronomers and * Sometimes abbreviated as ALAN.
ecology, as well as afecting health of human beings. Until recent years,
these negative impacts did not attract awareness in the ield of science and
in general public. Despite lacking a consensus for a more precise deinition,
these collective negative efects by artiicial light at night can be called
light pollution.
1.1 Adverse effects of artificial light at night
AMONG many adverse efects the impact on astronomical observations is
the irst and the most well-known, shown by evaluations from numerous
research groups of observational astronomy. In addition, impacts on human
health and ecology, as well as indirect enhancement of other pollution
problems, are being actively investigated.
DUE to†
† This section is about efects on human by
indoor light, as opposed to outdoor light
which is the subject of interest in this thesis.
the wide order of magnitude in variation of brightness between
daytime and nighttime, the human being adapted to daylight for millennia
and use it as an important Zeitgeber (a reference of which biological cycle is
regulated upon). The production of melatonin, a hormone which regulates
sleep pattern and acts as a strong antioxidant in human body, is triggered
when the eyes do not receive a large amount of photons. It has been shown
that this triggering mechanism can be suppressed in the presence of artiicial
light at low level, especially for light at short wavelength, which may lead to
disruption of circadian rhythm[]. Suppression of melatonin excretion by
artiicial light at night is also thought to indirectly increase the risk of vari-
ous tumors, for example breast cancer [, , ]. Inappropriate artiicial
lighting can also increase the likelihood of development of depression and
other psychological problems [].
THE RESPONSES to diferent spectral ranges of light among species of
animals and plants vary, and there are potential hazards for inappropriate
artiicial lighting to ecological systems.
Many animal species, for example moths, night-lying birds and sea
turtles, are attracted by artiicial light sources. In some cases, this can cause
disorientations and may eventually cause deaths directly or indirectly [,
]. Light pollution also afects reproduction [] and foraging of animals,
which may shit the predator–prey balance.
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Figure .: Change of sky brightness
of a mostly clear, moonlit night in
Hackescher Markt, Berlin and at a
research ield in Westhavelland, State
of Brandenburg, Germany with sparse
artiicial light nearby, when the moon
rose at the time indicated by the dotted
line. The area enclosed by the dashed
line denotes the period without twilight.
The sky brightness in Hackescher Markt
decreased during the course of the night,
even ater the moon had risen up from the
horizon, whilst the sky in Westhavelland
brightens up ater the moonrise. The
brightness is indicated in a logarithmic
radiance unit of magSQM/arcsec, which willbe discussed in Chapter  [].
 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Since light pollution is directly related to the increase of number
of photons traveling through the atmosphere, this implies that many
photochemical reactions involved in air pollution can be inluenced during
night. For example, nitrate radicals destruction is enhanced in the presence
of anthropogenic lights, and ozone concentration increases correspondingly
[, ]. One of the possible reactions is
��3 + �2 ℎ�→ ��2 + �3 (.)
Some studies exploited the measurement of light pollution by satellite as a
method for estimation of energy consumption [, ].
1.2 History of artificial light at night and research
THE EARLIEST MENTION of the efect of artiicial light appeared around the
late th century, when skyglow was observed over the recently lit streets in
Paris*. The term “light pollution” irst appeared in the early s, when as-* Personal communication with
Sara B. Pritchard, Cornell University,
NY, USA during the the rd International
Conference on Artiicial Light at Night, ,
Sherbrooke, Canada.
tronomers in the USA observed the increasing trend of night sky luminance,
and sites suitable for astronomical observations became more di cult
to ind[]. Before that, studies on efects of artiicial light source on
animal behaviors took place, some of which can be traced back to mid-s
[, , ]. However, it was not before s that more in-depth studies on
the subject areas mentioned in the previous sections were conducted.
Quantitative studies of light pollution oten involve analyses of remote
sensing images obtained by satellites. In late s and s one of the
most common choices was the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program
(DMSP) operated by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA). Since the Operational Linescan System (OLS) on-board the DMSP
satellites is capable to observe radiation in the visible light, it is suitable
for large-area upwelling artiicial light measurements at a wavelength
band between nm and nm[]. However, the gain setting of the
OLS is normally variable and not recorded, and is thus not radiometrically
calibrated. Calibrated measurement at low ixed gain setting could only be
done under permission of NOAA []. This problem was overcome with the
commissioning of the Suomi National Polar-orbiting Partnership (S-NPP)
satellite in . The Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) on-
board this satellite comprises sensors with known gain settings and on-board
radiometric calibration. One of the sensors is the panchromatic Day–Night
Band (DNB), which is capable of both daytime and nighttime imaging at a
much higher spatial resolution (m) and analog-to-digital bit depth (
bits) than the DMSP (. km and  bits, respectively) []†. At the expense of† The details of the VIIRS–DNB sensor will
be discussed in Chapter . temporal coverage, nighttime satellite images with even higher resolution
can also be acquired from spacecrat at lower orbits. The International Space
Station (ISS), for example, can be used as a platform for nighttime imaging
using commercially available digital cameras, with resolution ranging from
m to .m[].
Aerial Imagery at a scale of city can also be conducted when better
spatial resolution is needed. This has been undertaken in many major cities
around the world, for example Berlin [] and Las Vegas []. However, due
to high operation cost, temporal coverage is limited.
1.3. OUTLINE 
ADVANCES in imaging sensors also enables low-cost, high-resolution imagery
from the ground at high acquisition frequency in the order of one minute,
which helps quantifying and simulating skyglow [], measuring all-sky
brightness [] and extinction of extraterrestrial light sources [], as well as
spectrum of the skyglow [].
There are several ground-based large-scale surveys and measurement
campaigns dedicated for the quantiication of artiicial light at night. The
largest project of this type is the GLOBE at Night project []*. Volunteers * http://www.globeatnight.org
compare the night sky observed by naked eye with provided night sky charts
for classifying the night sky brightness, or measuring the zenith night sky
brightness using low-cost portable optical radiometers, namely the Sky
Quality Meters (SQMs) manufactured in Canada by Unihedron†. Another † http://www.unihedron.com
project with similar goal is the Buiometria Partecipativa ‡ (BMP, in English Par- ‡ http://www.pibinko.org/bmp2
ticipatory Sky Quality Measurement) of Italy, which invites volunteers from
the country for measuring the night sky brightness of diferent locations
using the SQMs since . This approach had also been deployed by the
University of Hong Kong for the project A Survey of Light Pollution in Hong Kong
[, ]. Some continuous measurement networks also exist, for example the
Verlust der Nacht project which operates a network in Berlin§, the Hong Kong § http://www.verlustdernacht.de
Night Sky Brightness Monitoring Network (HKNSN)¶, and the expansion of the ¶ http://nightsky.physics.hku.hk
network for East Asia, the Globe at Night - Sky Brightness Monitoring Network**. ** http://globeatnight-network.org
1.3 Outline
CHAPTER 2 makes an overview of theories relevant to observations of
artiicial light, including the sources of natural and artiicial light at night,
factors which can inluence the propagation of light, speciically those
related to night time light sources, and physical quantities related to
measurements of the night sky.
Chapter  concerns the potential use of satellite measurements as a
means of investigating emission of artiicial light at night at diferent angles.
The limitations of currently available satellite measurements for quantifying
artiicial light will also be discussed.
Chapter  recaps the indings in an international night sky measure-
ment campaign in summer  and  by Kyba et al. [], in which I
analyzed the measurement data. How aerosols can inluence the measured
sky brightness will also be briely investigated using a subset of data in the
study.
Chapter  describes the details of the long-term measurement carried
out in and around Bremen, Germany spanning . years, to ind out changes
of sky brightness over the measurements, and postulate the causes of the
observed changes.
I conclude in Chapter  by summarizing the indings and describing the
ecological implications, as well as proposing possible future studies to be
carried out locally and globally.

2 Background
THE NIGHT SKY In writing this chapter, I extensively usedWikipedia as the starting point for inding
literature, as well as a source for quick facts.
naturally varies in a complex way, where many diferent
light sources from space, from upper atmosphere and from ground play
important roles in inluencing the brightness at diferent spectral regimes.
Other materials on ground and in the air, while not emitting light, can
change the propagation of light drastically by relecting and absorbing
photons at diferent wavelengths. With the introduction of artiicial light
at night, the pattern of variations becomes even more complex due to the
patterns and unpredictability of human behaviors.
Here we will lay down the theoretical basis which will be used to
understand both natural and artiicial light at night.
2.1 Interactions of photons with matters
MATTERS can interact with photons by emission, scattering and absorption.
While the origin of these phenomena must be explained by quantum ield
theory, it is out of the scope of this thesis, where we are concerned with
interactions of photons with matters in the scale of atoms, molecules and
particles, present in the atmosphere and the Earth’s surface. Also, since we
concern mostly visible light, only interactions possible for that regime will
be described below.
2.1.1 Mie scattering and Rayleigh approximation
IN 1908, Gustav Mie [] developed a theory of scattering of electromag-
netic waves with spherical particles derived from the Maxwell’s electro-
magnetic equations, which resulted in a set of analytical solutions. In
atmospheric physics, most scattering and absorbing particles and molecules
are in the order of nanometers to hundreds of micrometers. It is useful to
deine the unitless Mie Parameter, �, as� = 4��� (.)
where � is the radius of the particle, and � is the wavelength of the photon.
If � ≳ 1, we have to deal with the full solution of the Maxwell’s equation.
The derivations can be found, apart from the original article of Mie [],
from many textbooks about atmospheric radiations and scattering (see
[, ] for examples). Here we briely describe the components of the
solution. First we deine the extinction eiciency coeicient ���� as���� = ���� + ���� (.)
where ���� is the scattering eiciency coeicient and ���� is the absorption
eiciency coeicient. ���� can be expressed as an ininite series of summa-
tion as ���� = 2�2 ∞∑�=1(2� + 1){|��|2 + |��|2} (.)
where |��| and |��| are complex functions of � and � and are called Mie
coefficients.
 CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND
If � ≪ 1, then the Rayleigh approximation can be used instead of the
full Mie solution. The intensity of the scattered radiation at angle � can be
expressed as �(�) = �0�2�2 128�53�4 �(�)4� (.)
where �(�) = 3(1 + cos2 �)/4 is the phase function, and � is the polarizability
related to the density and the complex refractive index of the medium[].
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Figure .: Angular distributions of
scattered light from a water droplet with
Mie parameters � at ·– (red), .
(green) and  (blue). Code adopted from
[].
2.1.2 Absorption of photons by matters
ATOMS, molecules and particles can also absorb incoming photons. This
depends on the structure of the atom, molecule or the particle in concern.
For non-ionizing photons and in the case of an atom, a photon is absorbed
if the energy of the photon is equal to the diference between two energy
states of its electrons. For molecules or particles there are more possibilities
of absorbing a photon because they can also oscillate, vibrate and rotate.
The treatment of absorbing particles involves the use of Schrödinger Equa-
tion, but will not be shown here.
2.2 Propagation of light in a continuous medium
WHEN a photon travels inside a continuous medium, for example inside
the atmosphere, it is useful to imagine that the medium is comprised
of ininitesimally small cells, and that each cell has integrated optical
properties in both extinction and relection. With this in mind we deine
the extinction cross section ����, which is proportional to the number
density of the scattering and absorbing particles in the medium. Then
the change in intensity �� for a beam with an initial intensity �0 traveling
inside the medium with a path length of ��, assuming that the medium is
homogeneous, is �� = �0������� (.)
where � is the density of the extincting particles. Integrating this equation
yields � = �0���(�����) (.)
This is called Bouguer–Beer–Lambert Law, which describes the attenuation
of a photon beam in a medium. With this the optical depth, �, is deined as� = −����� (.)
where the minus sign is to denote that attenuation occurs when � is positive.
2.3 The Earth’s Atmosphere
THE EARTH’S ATMOSPHERE, comprising of various molecules and particles,
is important in propagation of photons, and is the origin of most of the
optical phenomena. Most of the meteorological phenomena happens at
the lowest layer of the atmosphere, the troposphere. It is also where the
most important efects on propagation of the artiicial light occur, including
emission, scattering absorption and refraction.
Table .: Composition of the Earth’s
Atmosphere. Data for dry air only, as water
vapor content in the atmosphere can vary.
The numbers add up to more than unity
due to rounding error and measurement
uncertainty [].
Gas Percentage by volume
N .O .Ar .
CO .Ne . Apart from gases, there are also other substances in liquid, aqueousand solid phase in the atmosphere. Clouds are perhaps the most important
2.4. RADIOMETRIC BASICS 
constituent in the atmosphere because their presence can dramatically
change the propagation of radiation including the visible light, which is the
regime in concern of this thesis. Depending on the size, phase and shape
of cloud droplet, the scattering proile of a droplet can vary. Cloud height
can further complicate the backscattering of light from terrestrial sources.
In addition, atmospheric aerosols also can modify the radiative transfer
properties of light.
2.4 Radiometric Basics
RADIANCE is used throughout this thesis. It is deined as the radiant lux per
unit area and solid angle, which is usually denoted as �. Radiant lux Φ, in
turn, is deined as the radiant energy, or the energy of photons �, emitted
per unit time: Φ = ���� (.)
Then we have � = �Φ�Ω��cos � (.)
where � is the area and � is the incidence angle. In International System of Units
(SI) it is expressed in W/(sr·m) [].
In astronomy, it is oten necessary to quantify objects of a wide range of
brightnesses. Astronomers express the brightness of an object in logarithmic
scale, and deine a relative unit, magnitude (mag), byΔ� = �1 −�2 = −2.5 ⋅ ���10 (�1�2 ) (.)
where Δ� is the relative brightness in mag, with the brightnesses of two
objects �1 and �2. A diference of –.mag means an increase by a factor of
 []. The reference brightness (mag) is deined by that of Vega (α Lyrae).
2.5 Natural night sky
THE NIGHT SKY is naturally not dark. Instead, a lot of natural sources,
mostly extraterrestrial, illuminate the sky during the night. Leinert et
al. [] summarized the diferent sources of difuse night sky brightness
excluding twilight and moonlight. The total night sky brightness, ����, can
be written as���� = (�� + ��� + ���� + ���� + ����)���(−�) + ���� (.)
where � is the optical thickness of the atmosphere. The other terms are
described as follows:
• Airglow, ��, occurs in the upper atmosphere. It is caused by excitations
of molecules by photolysis and cosmic rays.
• Zodiacal light, ���, occurs when interplanetary dust particles scatter
the sunlight.
• Integrated star light, ����, is starlight not strong enough to be individu-
ally distinguishable.
• Difuse galactic light, ����, is the light originating from our galaxy,
the Milky Way, whereas the Extragalactic background light, ����, come
from the other galaxies.
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Figure .: Contributions from diferent natural night time light sources using modeled and experimental data []. The wavelength of our
concern ranges approximately from nm to  nm.
• Scattered light, ����, can either be caused by the sources stated above,
or from artiicial light sources.
The total natural sky brightness is not a constant, but instead varies with
time. It has been reported [] that the natural sky brightness can range
from . to .mag/arcsec.
2.6 Artificial light at night
LIGHTING TECHNOLOGY and urban lighting plan shape the skyglow pattern,
for example the emission spectrum and angular distribution. Also important
are the topography and the layout of cities. Although the contribution of
the skyglow from indoor commercial and domestic light sources are not
negligible, we will focus on major outdoor light sources below.
Most of the public lighting systems in developed countries, apart from
several major cities, are electrically powered. The advance in lighting tech-
nology increased the energy eiciency of the public lighting system, as well
as changing the emission spectra, since they work with diferent underlying
principles. Earlier electric lighting systems, as well as lorescent lighting,
involve the excitation of mercury vapor. They typically have emission
peaks at . nm and nm[]. For high output applications, sodium
vapors are used, with a major emission lines at . nm and . nm. High-
pressure sodium(HPS) lamps, which are oten used in modern ixtures,
have more emission lines. With the advent of recent developments in
semicondutor-based lighting, the deployment of light-emitting diode (LED)
lightings are surging, partly due to their potentially high energy eiciency.
LEDs’s emission spectrum can be engineered by controlling the doping of
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Figure .: Emission spectra for various light sources. Shown here are low-pressure sodium(LPS), high-pressure sodium(HPS), LED lights with a
correlated color temperatures (CCT) of ,K and ,K, metal halide lamp with a CCT of ,K (MH4100K), and a iltered white LED with
sharp cutof at short wavelength (FLED) [].
the cathode, and “white” light (broadband emission) can be achieved by
adding phosphor in front of the cathode of a blue LED, which is widely used
in outdoor applications for public lighting. However, most of the white LED
emit a large amount of blue light which can increase the skyglow [].
Some existing light pollution models have made predictions of propaga-
tion of artiicial light under various lighting and meteorological conditions,
most of which use the technique of radiative transfer modeling. Some
models, like the ILLUMINA [], predicted that the efect on skyglow far
away from the center of emission depends on not only the aerosol content,
but also the angular distribution of emission of the light sources and
obstacle height. In addition, higher blue content can worsen the skyglow,
especially at short distance. The presence of clouds are also studied by
some models. Kocifaj and Solano Lamphar [], for example, found in an
numerical experiment that cloud height and type can inluence the increase
of skyglow under cloudy sky, and that the increase in sky brightness has a
sharp increase near the city boundary.

3 Measurement of angular distribution for
artificial light in Europe by
satellite-based remote sensing
TO accurately understand and model skyglow patterns, it is important to
know how various factors afect the emission and propagation of artiicial
light at night. One of these signiicant but less studied variables is the
angular distribution of upwelling artiicial light, which is only considered by
some studies in sensor calibration [], but not in annual or monthly wide-
area survey. Also important is the change of emitted artiicial light during
the progress of the night.
As discussed in Chapter , the successful launch and deployment of the
satellite Suomi NPP and its on-board instrument VIIRS enables acquisition
of radiometrically calibrated nighttime images for wide-area light pollution
studies. This chapter discusses the use of VIIRS–DNB data in attempt for
quantifying the angular distribution of upwelling artiicial light at night
in Europe, as well as verifying if the efects of aerosols on propagation of
artiicial light at night can be observed.
3.1 The spacecraft Suomi NPP
THE SPACECRAFT SUOMI NPP was launched on th October,  from the
Vandenberg Air Force Base, CA, USA atop a Delta II 7920–10C launch vehicle
(light number ). As of nd May,  it is on a sun-synchronous orbit
with an inclination of .°, an apogee of  km and a perigee of  km.
The satellite has a local equator-crossing time of approximately : and
orbits the Earth once every .minutes. Apart from VIIRS, it also carries the
Advanced Technology Microwave Sounder (ATMS), a microwave radiometer,
the Cross-track Infrared Sounder (CrIS), a Michelson interferometer, the
Ozone Mapping and Proiler Suite (OMPS), an imaging spectrometer for
ozone measurement, and the Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy Sys-
tem(CERES), a radiometer measuring global radiative energy balance.
It weighted , kg at launch and, as of this writing, has exceeded its
expected service life of ive years. The Suomi NPP serves as a prototype
of the Joint Polar Satellite System(JPSS), with the irst operational satellite,
the JPSS–1, scheduled for launch in .
THE VIIRS INSTRUMENT is a -channel radiometer imaging the Earth’s
surface for visible to thermal infrared (TIR) radiation (Table .).
Table .: Available channels of the VIIRS
instrument [].
Channel Wavelength (nm)
DNB –
M –
M –
M –
M –
M –
M –
M –
M ,–,
M ,–,
M ,–,
M ,–,
M ,–,
M ,–,
M ,–,
M ,–,
M ,–,
I –
I –
I ,–,
I ,–,
I ,–,
All detec-
tors for the VIIRS instrument share a single optical assembly comprising
the Rotating Telescope Aseembly (RTA) and the Half Angle Mirror rotating
half the rate of the RTA, with a solar difuser and a blackbody calibrator
as radiometric calibration sources. Of the  channels,  are used for
radiometry with a nadir resolution of approximately m, and ive for
imaging with a nadir resolution of approximately m.
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The DNB channel, comprising a cooled charged couple device (CCD) sen-
sor, is a broadband radiometer with a full width-half maximum wavelength
from  to nm. By using a variable subpixel sampling scheme, the DNB
maintains an almost constant spatial resolution of m across scan. With
three diferent gain stages, DNB has a dynamic range in integrated spectral
radiance of  nW/(sr·cm) to at least mW/(sr·cm) [], and can measure
during both day and night.
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Figure .: Single overlight image for  June, . VIIRS cloud mask is shown
by cyan hue, and snow mask by blue hue. Red indicates lower than zero
integrated spectral radiance. The red bands toward the bottom of the image is
possibly caused by alternate over and undercorrection of stray light.
Several issues were identiied with the measurements using the VIIRS–
DNB post-launch. The sensor performs its radiometric calibration using the
solar difuser when the spacecrat is sunlit, and zero integrated spectral
radiance point calibration is performed with the night view when the
spacecrat is over the unhabilitated area of the southern Paciic Ocean,
to avoid possible artiicial light sources. However, due to the presence of
airglow, the radiometric calibration may sometimes result in positive linear
ofset of integrated spectral radiance value* appearing as negative integrated* Personal communication with
Kimberly Baugh, National Center for Envi-
ronmental Information (NCEI), NOAA, during
discussions in LPTMM .
spectral radiance values at unlit areas. The DNB sensor’s spectral sensitivity
is known to be dependent on gain stages, mainly due to the use of neutral
density (ND) ilter for the low-gain stage. However, since the data used
for this analysis came only from those taken ater astronomical twilight,
data taken in low-gain stage were not involved. Also to be considered is
stray light contamination, which arises from direct sunlight entering the
optical path of the system when the sun is below the horizon on ground
level, but above the horizon at the spacecrat’s altitude. Since st August,
 NOAA and Northrope Grumman apply a stray light correction algorithm,
improving the signal to noise ratio for data point when solar zenith angle
is larger than °. However, the variance of the stray light-corrected data
are diferent from stray light-free data, hinted by strips of possible over
and undercorretions shown in Figure .. In this analysis, however, we only
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consider cases where upwelling artiicial light at night is signiicant. The
efect of overcorrection is thus not considered here.
3.2 Data synergy
THE SUMMARY of the low for the synergy of the VIIRS–DNB-derived angular
distribution map is shown here:
Figure .: Flow chart for producing the VIIRS–DNB angular distribution map.
The details of the procedure is described below.
3.2.1 Integrated spectral radiance data
THE VIIRS–DNB sensor data record (SDR) used in this analysis was gener-
ated either by the Space Science Engineering Center (SSEC) of the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin–Madison (no longer available as of this writing) or
NOAA’s National Center for Environmental Information (NCEI), both of
which calculated from raw data record (RDR) containing not only scientiic
data, but also diagnostic and telemetry data. The data are available in
Hierarchical Data Format HDF5, which are internally GZip-compressed to
save storage space. The DNB data are accompanied by geolocation metadata
consisting of coordinates of the pixels, elevation, spacecrat position, motion
and attitude, and solar and lunar parameters. Geolocations are terrain-
corrected ater nd May, . In addition, several quality lags are included
in the SDR iles, however none of them is used in this analysis. As a result of
the huge ile size of the data (more than GiB/day*), external download * GiB means gibibyte (binary gigabyte),
which is  bytes.tools, namely the WebAPI written by SSEC of the University of Wisconsin–
Madison and NOAA’s Comprehensive Large Array-Data Stewardship System
(CLASS)†, were used to ind out granules of integrated spectral radiance and † http://www.class.ncdc.noaa.gov
gelocation data relevant to this analysis.
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Each of the DNB granule comprises of , pixels across track and
 pixels along track. The SDR data have to be gridded in order to carry
out analyses for ixed locations such as those in the scale of village, district,
town or city. When gridding the data, the convenience of performing future
analyses was also considered — the projection has to be of equal area per
grid so that quantities like integrated spectral radiance can be easily com-
pared, and it has to cover most of the Earth’s surface so that minimal sets of
projection schemes are needed when extending the analyses. The Equal-Area
Scalable Earth Grid (EASE-Grid) . [] was chosen due to the reasons above.
In addition, the datum used by EASE-Grid . is World Geodetic System
(WGS) , which is also used by most of the common projection systems.
To match the resolution of the DNB sensor and prevent from interpolation
artifacts, nearest-neighbor interpolation was performed with a grid length
of approximately m. The gridded area and its projection is shown in
Figure ..
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Figure .: Area and projection of the study.
3.2.2 Cloud data
DURING nighttime, the thermal emission bands M (.–. µm), M
(.–. µm), M (.–. µm) and M (.–. µm), are used by the
VIIRS cloud mask intermediate product (IP) upstream of the cloud optical
thickness and efective particle size retrievals environmental data record
(EDR) []. The algorithm uses thermal emission channels and diferences
of these channels to determine the presence of clouds, considering also the
surface type and classiies individual pixels into four diferent categories:
conidently cloudy, probably cloudy, probably clear and conidently clear.
Like most of the VIIRS data products, the cloud mask IP also has several
quality lags which record the quality of cloud mask, presence of sun glint
and cirrus clouds, and some general cloud properties.
3.2.3 Composites of upwelling light angular distribution
AT diferent overlights a given surface element of the Earth is observed
under diferent zenith and azimuth angles. This allows to analyze the
angular distribution of upwelling artiicial light at night, but it is necessary
to irst generate composite images binned into a suiciently small range of
satellite zenith angle, so that the angular distributions of diferent regions
can be easily compared.
Several criteria have to be met in order for a DNB pixel to be included
in the composite images. First, because this analysis is sensitive to weak
light sources, twilight and moonlight must be absent for the position at
the Earth’s surface. When an area’s sun elevation angle is above –° or
when the moon is above the horizon, the observation for the area is not
used. Secondly, the area must be absent of clouds as reported by the cloud
mask. This was done by selecting only pixels lagged as “conidently clear”.
However, due to the scattering of particulate matter the VIIRS cloud mask
may show false positives in some highly populated areas caused by emissions
and smog. A method based only upon a ixed threshold in integrated
spectral radiance was used to tackle this problem: if the integrated spectral
radiance of a pixel is higher than nW/(sr·cm), then the pixel was also
selected when it was classiied as “probably clear”. This is possible because
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brightly lit areas are also likely to be more populated with more severe
air pollution.
The data were initially binned by satellite zenith angle at an increment
of °. This produced stripy composite images not usable for this analysis but
was necessary because they were needed to manually determine suitable bin
sizes. Ater visual check the data were rebinned at ±° at nadir, ±° at °
and ±° beyond, resulting in  symmetrically arranged bins. As a result of
the larger than ° inclination angle of the Suomi NPP satellite, the azimuth
angle goes from the east to the west as the night progresses for the same
surface element on the Earth’s surface.
3.2.4 Identifying and characterizing regions of interest
A threshold based on minimum mean integrated spectral radiance, using
all available clear sky data in  independent of satellite zenith angle, was
used to select bright regions, with the threshold set at  nW/(sr·cm), which
is about % of the design detection limit of the instrument []*. These * Later studies show lower than expected
detection limit, being able to detect airglow
and auroras. See for example [].selected grid cells were connected by performing a morphological closingoperation with a radius of  grid cell, in order to reduce the chance that a
city was identiied as multiple regions of interest, which can arise by varying
land uses and extent of urbanization. More than , regions of interest
with an area of at least  grid cell (approximately . km) were identiied
by this method. Cities which are selected as regions of interests are named
using the data from the website GeoNames†. The center of each region of † http://www.geonames.org
interest is calculated by the mean of the grid coordinates separately for each
axis, then a search of the nearest region of interest for each entry in the
GeoNames database with populations larger than , is performed, with
higher priority for cities with larger populations. Ater that, a manual check
for some regions of interests are carried out to correct or assign the names of
the nearest major cities.
Ater selecting a subset of grid cells which has at least one cloudless
overlight in all the available satellite zenith angle bins, the mean of the
mean integrated spectral radiance among these grid cells were calculated
for each satellite zenith angle bin, together with the standard deviation of
the integrated spectral radiance of the grid cells. In order to quantify the
general characteristics of the upwelling light emission for each of the major
regions of interests, a quadratic fit of upwelling integrated spectral radiance
with respect to the satellite zenith angle is performed in the form of����(�) = ��2 + �� + ����,����� (.)
where �, � are the quadratic and linear coeicients, and ����,����� is the it-
ted nadir upwelling integrated spectral radiance in the unit of nW/(sr·cm).
Here a positive � denotes a satellite zenith angle to the east. A positive �
coeicient indicates higher integrated spectral radiance at higher satellite
zenith angle (or slant angle), and vice versa. The � coeicient shows asym-
metry of emission at diferent directions. As the Suomi NPP satellite travels
to the west relative to a speciic position on the Earth with the progression
of time, a non-zero � coeicient may also imply that the emission for a
region of interest changes in the course of the night, as shown in ground-
based night sky measurements (Chapter ).
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To save computation time and to minimize the efect of instrumental
uncertainty and geolocation uncertainty, calculations are only done for 
regions of interests larger than  grid cells (approximately  km).
3.2.5 Comparison with ground-based aerosol measurement data
To verify if the presence of aerosols can afect the pattern of upwelling
light, daytime aerosol optical depth (AOD) data from the Aerosol Robotic
Network (AERONET) [] are downloaded. The mean AOD as well as the
Angström exponent, which quantiies the dependence of AOD with respect
to wavelength, in the years  and  for individual measurements are
calculated for the nearest AERONET station within  km of each region
of interest. The AOD values used for the reading routine is for the green
regime of the spectrum of human vision. This regime of wavelength is used
to correspond to the peak response of the Sky Quality Meter (SQM)*. If* The measurements made by SQMs will be
discussed in Chapters  and . one of the channels  nm,  nm,  nm or  nm is present for the
sunphotometer used in a station, the AOD values will be used directly to
represent the atmospheric aerosol content. Otherwise, the AOD value is
interpolated to the value for  nm, the wavelength of peak response of the
SQM, using the measured Angström exponent
�540�� = ��0 ⋅ (540 ���0 )��0 (.)
Here �540�� is the AOD at nm, ��0 is the AOD at the wavelength �0 and��0 is the Angström exponent at �0. If there are more than one channels
available between  and ,nm, the calculated AODs from the two
channels nearest to  nm are averaged to yield the reading. To compensate
for the extinction of upwelling artiicial light by the aerosol content of the
atmosphere, the mean integrated spectral radiance for diferent satellite
zenith angle bins are then recalculated by����(�) = �(�) ⋅ ���(�540��cos � ) (.)
where ����(�) is the aerosol-corrected mean integrated spectral radiance,
and 1cos� is the air mass factor, which accounts for the lengthening of theoptical path in the atmosphere at a slant angle. The quadratic fit parameters
are also recalculated for each region of interest with
����,���(�) = �����2 + ����� + ����,���,����� (.)
where the subscript ��� denotes the respective parameters ater compensa-
tion for atmospheric aerosols.
3.3 Results and discussion
COMPOSITE MAPS of the plot area at nadir and at ° ±° from the west are
shown in Figures . and . respectively. Some stable but highly variable
natural light sources, such as aurora, can be seen at higher latitudes. Also
noticeable is that the VIIRS snow mask does not only ilter out data taken
when snow cover is present, but also the areas where surface albedo is high,
for example most of the area in northern Africa, except for the populated
areas like the Nile Delta, which typically have lower surface albedo. In Figure
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Figure .: Composite VIIRS–DNB image of integrated spectral radiance for year  at nadir±°. Data are screened by VIIRS cloud and snow
mask, and no data are included when ground level sun elevation angle is above –° or when the moon is above the horizon.
., data is missing at the west end of the plot area because the SDR data
at the western scan edge were not downloaded. An attempt to download
data from NOAA’s CLASS server for the area by including data in later hours
yielded only few additional overlights, and the range in time was thus not
further extended. Similar extended area of missing data is seen also at the
east end of the plot area for the overlights near the eastern scan edge.
The angular distributions of  regions of interests larger than  km
and smaller than , km, which include some of the largest cities and
metropolitan areas in Europe, are shown in Figure ., and the correspond-
ing mean numbers of overlights for individual bins shown in .. Since
the area in consideration also includes some part of the Middle East and
North Africa, some major cities in these areas are also present in this analysis.
Explicitly excluded area is the Northern Italy in the southern part of the Alps
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Figure .: Composite VIIRS–DNB image of integrated spectral radiance for year  at ° ±° from nadir with the same data reduction
criteria as .. Area on the west end shows more missing data due to problem in downloading and data being taken in later hours of the night.
because the area of interest connects multiple cities and towns as a single
region*. Noticeable from the igure is that the uncertainty of the calculated* The cities and towns may be separated
when some image processing routines
specialized in distinguishing individual
objects in an image are used (e.g. scikit-
image package in Python), however
higher level image processing routines are
not yet done in this study, and should be
considered in follow-on investigations.
mean integrated spectral radiance are in most cases larger than the variation
in the mean integrated spectral radiance at diferent satellite zenith angles.
This may be caused by the inherent instrumental uncertainty of VIIRS–DNB,
which is % at lower detection limit and % at the upper detection limit
of the low-gain stage, determined by prelight test [].
The mean numbers of overlights are found to be between  and 
(found in Bari, Italy. See Figure .). With a survey period of one year, this
amounts to roughly . overlights per month. Some of the bins in the
regions of interests only had one overlight. There are several causes with
the low number of overlights, apart from failure of downloading more data
as mentioned above. First, the routines and WebAPI used for downloading
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Figure .: VIIRS–DNB retrieved angular distribution of upwelling artiicial light at night for regions of interests larger than  km and smaller
than , km, arranged from let to right, top to bottom with descending �/����. All plots are in relative scale in the y-axis, with the numbersin red and blue showing the maximum and minimum mean integrated spectral radiance among the bins in each respective region of interest in
the unit of nW/(sr·cm). The red lines show the quadratic fits. The bins are centered symmetrically at nadir, °, °, °, °, ° and °
arranged from the west on the let towards the east. Average values of AODs and Angström exponents in years  and  are also shown
when AERONET measurements are available. Area common to all available bins and total area for each region of interest are indicated.
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Figure .: Mean numbers of overlights of VIIRS–DNB for regions of interests shown in Figure . with the same arrangement. The maximum
(red) and minimum(blue) mean number of overlights among the bins of each region of interest are also shown.
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Figure .: Histograms for quadratic fit parameters. Vertical lines on the histograms for quadratic term and slope indicate zero points.
the appropriate granules of night time VIIRS–DNB data may ignore some
of the overlights near the scan edge of the area of analysis, which explains
why some of the regions of interests at the west side of the area of analysis
show signiicantly lower numbers of overlights when the satellite is in the
west direction (e.g. London, Madrid, Paris). Second, the number of usable
overlights depends greatly on the sky condition. An example is Hamburg
(Figure ., row , column ), which is situated in the northern Germany
with relatively few periods of clear sky, had only in average one to eight
overlights among the available grid cells across all zenith angle bins in year
, or less than . overlights per month. Third, that this analysis uses
only scenes without moonlight or twilight reduces the amount of available
data further. The small amount of available data afects the robustness of the
results obtained in the analysis.
By contrast, in the calculation of the nd World Atlas of Artiicial
Light [], Falchi et al. used all available overlights not cloud-contaminated
or with moonlight or twilight, except those at high satellite zenith angle
(to avoid data points with lower signal-to-noise ratio), without binning
according to time of overlight or satellite zenith angle. This increased the
statistical base of the dataset, but it leaves the user with the uncertainty
about the variability of the radiance with these parameters.
The histograms of the it parameters for the regions of interest, which
are represented by the red curves in Figure . are shown in Figure ..
Of the  analyzed regions of interest, all but six have positive quadratic
terms. Since there are insuicient AERONET measurements with large aerosol
content variability, and that night time aerosol measurements by light
detection and ranging (LiDAR) devices are sparse, we cannot conclusively
ind out the causes. However, there are several probable causes. Firstly, the
signal-to-noise ratio of the VIIRS–DNB sensor is known to be lower at higher
satellite zenith angle []. This is a compromise made to the accuracy of
the measurements in order to achieve an approximately constant spatial
resolution across the scan line, with pixels near to the scan edge using less
subpixels. Also, as measurements made at higher zenith angles involve larger
air mass and longer path length, the probability of photons scattered or
refracted into the line of sight from artiicial light sources also increases.
Further, the height of the buildings inside the city, as well as the angular
emission proile of the light ixtures can play a role in the upwelling angular
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Figure .: Quadratic fit parameters plotted against area of regions of interests. Vertical lines on the plots for quadratic term and slope
indicate zero points.
distribution. The buildings act as obstacles, and the height of the buildings
can inluence how much light is blocked near the horizon, while a ixture
with higher upward light output ratio can directly emit more light above
the horizon []. Moreover, other natural, stable yet highly variable light
sources such as airglow may play a role, especially at high latitude where
terrestrial magnetic field is stronger. In addition, considering that the local
equator crossing time of the Suomi NPP satellite happens ater the midnight,
when most of the indoor lightings are switched of, it can be expected that
emission near the horizon is higher than that acquired by VIIRS–DNB.
For the itted slope �,  of the  investigated regions of interests
have positive values, which may mean that for the regions of interests we
investigate, we ind the equal numbers of sites which brighten or darken
during the period of night with overlights of Suomi NPP. The average
slope among these sites is +. pW/(sr·cm·°), meaning a slight decrease
in integrated spectral radiance over the course of the night. Although this
inding is not statistically signiicant, it is in agreement with ground-based
observations as found in Chapter . It should be noted that, however, the
maximum possible number of overlights for all shown regions of interests is
two per night. With an orbiting period of . minutes this means that only
a small period of time ater the midnight can be observed.
Figure . shows the it parameters, against the area of the region of
interest. All three parameters are found to not depend on the area of the
region of interest. The amount of upwelling light at diferent angles depends
on various factors, such as the type of lighting used in the city, height of the
obstacles, terrain of the city, which are found by Aubé [] in a numerical
experiment, although the simulation he used was done for an hypothetical
observer on the ground level.
Figure .a and .b shows the itted quadratic term � against AERONET
mean AOD and Angström exponent for  regions of interests with AERONET
AOD data respectively. Both parameters show weakly negative correlation co-
eicients, possibly due to low variability of the AOD and Angström exponent.
With the mean integrated spectral radiance data multiplied by the
mean AOD and air mass factor (Figure .), all  regions of interests, three
of which with negative quadratic term � for the itted curve before the mul-
tiplication, now have positive ���� (Figure .), meaning the emission for
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Figure .: Quadratic term � of its against AERONET (a) mean AODs and (b) mean Angström exponents for measurements in years  and
. All AERONET stations are within  km from the center of the regions of interests.
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Figure .: VIIRS–DNB retrieved angular distribution of upwelling artiicial light at night for regions of interests larger than  km and
smaller than , km compensated with mean AERONET AOD and air mass factor, arranged from let to right, top to bottom with descending����/����,���. The plotting scheme is the same as Figure .. Only regions of interests with AERONET AOD data in  and  are shown here.Data before the compensation is shown in pale blue.
all these regions are higher near the horizon. Although the low correlation
between the AOD values and the quadratic term prevents us to draw concrete
conclusions, it appears that the other regions of interests in Figure . which
show negative � values may actually also emit more at higher zenith angles.
Although the high uncertainty of the measurements renders the ob-
servation of angular distributions statistically insigniicant, there is an
evidence from aerial survey that the observation is plausible. In July ,
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Figure .: VIIRS–DNB retrived angular
distribution of upwelling artiicial light
at night for Berlin as shown in Figure .,
Row , Column .
Kyba et al. [] conducted an aerial survey in order to ind out the angular
distribution of the upwelling artiicial light at night. For both of the east
and west directions, they found that the emission of Berlin, Germany (the
VIIRS–DNB-retrieved data of which can be found in Figure .) peaks at
high zenith angle, at approximately °. In the VIIRS–DNB composite data,
although the peak is at the nadir, the gradual increase of integrated spectral
radiance can also be seen towards the scan edge.
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Figure .: Histograms for quadratic fit parameters with integrated spectral radiance compensated by mean AERONET AOD and air mass factor.
The plotting scheme is the same as Figure .. Only  regions of interests with AERONET AOD data in  and  are selected.
3.4 Summary
THE public availability of calibrated night time brightness data ofered by
the VIIRS–DNB opens up the opportunity of quantifying artiicial light at
night for wide areas around the world. Compared to its predecessor, the
Optical Linescan System(OLS), it has a higher analog-to-digital bit depth,
and records also the gain settings with radiometric calibration. There are
some technical limitations to the instruments. As it is a broadband sensor it
cannot detect the spectra of the upwelling light, and is insensitive to light
below nm in wavelength. Also, the uncertainty in measurements is high.
While these may hamper some in-detail studies for night time phenomena
requiring accurate measurements, we are able to use the data taken in 
to ind that most of the major cities in Europe emit more artiicial light at
higher zenith angle. Similar analyses can be carried out for the data taken
by Suomi NPP’s successor, the JPSS satellites. Since emitted light traveling at
high zenith angle can travel far away from the source in the atmosphere, this
means that not only the nocturnal animals inside or near the cities can be
afected by the artiicial light at night, but also those far away from the cities.
With the continuing advance of sensors, it is possible that future satellite
remote sensing missions dedicated to night time measurements can make
improvements in accuracy of measurements and provide spectrally more
resolved measurements for wide-area light pollution studies.
4 Variation of night sky measured by
ground-based instruments
(Portions of this chapter has appeared on C.C.M. Kyba et al., Worldwide variations of
artificial skyglow.)
SATELLITE OBSERVATIONS, while being able to cover a wide area, have
low repeat cycle relative to ground-based measurements: that of the VIIRS
instrument, for example, is approximately  days, while ground-based
instruments like a typical stationary scanning spectrometer or an automated
Sky Quality Meter (SQM) can measure ranging from once every several
hours to once every second. Also, as demonstrated in the last chapter,
the uncertainty associated with satellite-based measurements, like those
with VIIRS–DNB, is higher than ground-based measurements. Due to these
factors, various efects from geographic and demographic factors, for exam-
ple lighting technology, social behaviorial diference, topographical and
geographical characteristics, climatologial and meteorological inluences,
cannot be determined solely by means of satellite-based remote sensing. In
addition, the use of ground-based artiicial light measurements can serve as
ground truth for veriication purpose.
Since the introduction of low-cost instruments like the SQMs and
commercially available digital cameras, it becomes easier to do long-term
and wide area ground-based survey.
In  and , night sky radiance data were collected from  sites
around the world, and analyzed in a uniied procedure. The results are
published in []. This chapter describes the details about the procedure of
the analysis, as well as the follow-on work on inding out the relationship
between aerosol content and sky brightness.
4.1 Instrument for zenith night sky measurement—
the Sky Quality Meter
THE SQM is a low-cost, broadband and wide ield-of-view radiometer de-
signed to mainly measure zenith sky radiance during the night. It consists
Figure .: Isometric view of SQM-LE [].
of an infrared ilter (Hoya CM-500-IR) used to decrease the sensitivity in
the infrared regime, an integrated light-to-frequency converter consisting
a silicon photodiode and a current-to-frequency converter (Texas Ad-
vanced Optoelectronic Solutions TSL-237), a temperature sensor for thermal
noise correction and a network controller. A conical plastic focusing lens,
which is used in all devices involved in this thesis, narrows the ield-of-view
of the sensor to ° full-width-half-maximum(FWHM). Newer devices from
year  and on use hemispherical glass lenses to avoid UV aging problem
found on some older devices []*. The instrument has a wavelength of peak * This will be further discussed in Chapter .
sensitivity at approximately nm, with a spectral response designed
to be similar but not identical to photopic human vision [] and the
deinition of visual magnitude []. Therefore we denote the unit of the
SQM measurements as magSQM/arcsec.
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Figures . [] and . [] show the spectral and angular response
curves for the SQM respectively. The uncertainty, according to the specii-
cations of the manufacturer, is .magSQM/arcsec (approximately %).
Figure .: Spectral response of SQM
(dotted) in comparison with (dashed, from
let to right) Johnson B-band, International
Commission on Illumination (CIE) scotopic
band, Johnson V-band and CIE photopic
band. The solid line shows the spectrum of
a HPS lamp[].
Figure .: Angular response of SQM-L [].
The SQM is not waterproof by design because it was originally used to
make handheld, manually triggered measurements under clear sky to quan-
tify “sky quality”, the darkness of a location for astronomical observations,
before the connected models of SQMs were introduced. Early adopters of the
connected SQM models used custom waterproof housings to contain both
the instrument and network equipment, an example of which can be seen
in [], to accommodate adverse weather. A compact waterproof housing
(Figure .) was later introduced by the manufacturer, which is designed to
Figure .: SQM-LE with manufacturer-
supplied housing, mounted, pointing
towards the zenith for night sky
measurement [].
also house small networking equipment, for example a power-over-Ethernet
(POE) adaptor to ease the setup for the network connection and power
supply, or a dry battery adaptor for data-logging model. A marine grade
glass window is attached by silicone sealant on the lid of the housing, mm
in diameter, providing the SQM a view of the zenith. Measurement made by
the manufacturer shows an attenuation value of .magSQM/arcsec.
4.1. THE SKY QUALITY METER 
Table .: Location information for the  sites participated in the international SQM measurement campaign. Two SQMs were involved for each
of the sites Deerlick, USA and Steglitz, Berlin, Germany. The sites are ordered by increasing observed sky brightness [].
N Site name Description Loc
 Tucson KP Kitt Peak, Tucson, AZ US
 Schiermnk Schiermonnikoog NL
 Veinto Rg Veinto Ridge, Silver City, NM US
 Tucson Hpk Mount Hopkins, Tucson AZ US
 Winer Winer Observatory, Sonoita, AZ US
 Alice Sp Alice Springs AU
 IP Feld Westhavelland, Brandenburg DE
 Tucson Lm Mount Lemmon, Tucson, AZ US
 Parey Parey, Brandenburg DE
 Tenerife STELLA Robotic Observatory, Izana, Tenerife ES
 Springendal Springendal, Hezingen NL
 Rad Kwk Radio Kootwijk NL
 Seebergen Seebergen, Lilienthal DE
 Tucson W Tucson West, AZ US
 Calgary RAO Rothney Astrophysical Observatory Calgary CA
 Vitto Veneto Central Vittorio Veneto IT
 Arkemheen Arkemheen NL
 CESAR Cabauw Experimental Site for Atmospheric Research (CESAR), Cabauw NL
 Potsdam Bb Babelsberg, Potsdam DE
 Arnhem Arnhem NL
 Vestby Vestby NO
 Lendinara Lendinara IT
 Berlin Sd Schulzendorf, Berlin DE
 Tucson N Tucson North, AZ US
 Grimsby Grimsby, ON CA
 Met Monte MeteoMontebello IT
 Castigli Castiglioncello IT
 Nove Nove IT
 Bremen H-L Horn–Lehe, Bremen DE
 Morehead Morehead, KY US
 Hamilton Hamilton, ON CA
 Berlin St LE Steglitz, Berlin (SQM-LE) DE
 Berlin St LU Steglitz, Berlin (SQM-LU) DE
 Adelaide Adelaide AU
 Tucson E Tucson East, AZ US
 Tucson C Tucson Center, AZ US
 Utrecht Utrecht NL
 Vienna IFA Institute of Astronomy, University of Vienna AT
 Schipluiden Schipluiden NL
 Plymouth Dv Plymouth University, Plymouth UK
 Tucson S Tucson South, AZ US
 Berlin HM Hackescher Markt, Berlin DE
 Madrid UCM Universidad Complutense de Madrid, Madrid ES
 Edmonton Edmonton, AB CA
 Vlaardingen Vlaardingen NL
 Yonago¶ Yonago JP
 Mexico¶ San Luis Potosì MX
 Plymouth Rm† Ramehead, Torpoint, Cornwall UK
 Plymouth Mk† Looe, Cornwall UK
 FOA Schöpl‡ Leopold-Figl-Observatorium für Astrophysik, Mt. Mitterschöpl AT
 Deerlick § Deerlick Astronomical Village, Crawfordville, GA (Station ) US
 Deerlick § Deerlick Astronomical Village, Crawfordville, GA (Station ) US
¶ Window attenuation unknown
† Thresholding problem
‡ Instrument failure under dark skies.
§ Instrument failure
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Table .: Detailed information for participating sites in the international SQM campaign, including their geolocations (latitude, longitude,
elevation), as well as information about the instrument uptime. Columns “” and “” show the percentage of time during the study
period for which the instruments were online. The column “Up(%)” shows the ratio between the time online and the time which the
instrument was expected to acquire data [].
N Site name Loc Class Lat (°N) Lon (°E) Elev (m)   Up(%)
 Tucson KP US rural . –.  N/A . .
 Schiermnk NL rural . .  . . .
 Veinto Rg US rural . –.  . N/A .
 Tucson Hpk US rural . –.  N/A . .
 Winer US rural . –.  . . .
 Alice Sp AU rural –. .  . N/A .
 IP Feld DE rural . .  N/A . .
 Tucson Lm US rural . –.  N/A . .
 Parey DE rural . .  N/A . .
 Tenerife ES rural . –.  N/A . .
 Springendal NL rural . .  . . .
 Rad Kwk NL rural . .  . . .
 Seebergen DE rural . .  N/A . .
 Tucson W US suburban . –.  N/A . .
 Calgary RAO CA rural . –.  N/A . .
 Vitto Veneto IT suburban . .  . . .
 Arkemheen NL rural . .  . . .
 CESAR NL rural . .  . . .
 Potsdam Bb DE suburban . .  . . .
 Arnhem NL suburban . .  . . .
 Vestby NO suburban . .  . . .
 Lendinara IT suburban . .  . . .
 Berlin Sd DE suburban . .  N/A . .
 Tucson N US suburban . –.  N/A . .
 Grimsby CA suburban . –.  . . .
 Met Monte IT suburban . .  . . .
 Castigli IT suburban . .  . N/A .
 Nove IT suburban . .  . . .
 Bremen H-L DE suburban . .  N/A . .
 Morehead US rural . –.  . . .
 Hamilton CA suburban . –.  . N/A .
 Berlin St LE DE urban . .  . . .
 Berlin St LU DE urban . .  . . .
 Adelaide AU rural –. .  N/A . .
 Tucson E US suburban . –.  N/A . .
 Tucson C US urban . –.  N/A . .
 Utrecht NL urban . .  . . .
 Vienna IFA AT suburban . .  N/A . .
 Schipluiden NL rural . .  . . .
 Plymouth Dv UK urban . –.  N/A . .
 Tucson S US suburban . –.  N/A . .
 Berlin HM DE urban . .  N/A . .
 Madrid UCM ES urban . –.  N/A . .
 Edmonton CA urban . –.  N/A . .
 Vlaardingen NL suburban . .  . . .
 Yonago¶ JP suburban . .  . N/A .
 Mexico¶ MX urban . –.  . N/A .
 Plymouth Rm† UK rural . –.  N/A . .
 Plymouth Mk† UK rural . –.  N/A . .
 FOA Schöpl‡ AT rural . .  N/A . .
 Deerlick § US pristine . –.  . N/A .
 Deerlick § US pristine . –.  . . .
¶ Window attenuation unknown
† Thresholding problem
‡ Instrument failure under dark skies.
§ Instrument failure
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4.2 Data acquisition
IN TOTAL,  SQMs were involved in the campaign (Tables . and .),
acquiring data from  geolocations. Most of the sites were situated in
Europe and the USA, with the exception of four sites (two in Australia, one
each in Japan and Mexico). Out of the data of the  sites, six were found
to be either taken by defective devices, or not have information about the
attenuation of the housing’s window. Thus, the number of sites used in the
main analysis was reduced to .
To minimize the inluence of the change of surface albedo to the
night sky radiance only data from the summer months, between May
and September in the years  and , of the Northern Hemisphere
were used. This does not apply to the two Australian sites situated in Alice
Springs and Adelaide, where the whole dataset provided by the site owner
were used. Unlike many of the sites in the Northern Hemisphere, snowfall
is absent for the two Australian sites, decreasing the seasonal change of
night sky radiance. Depending on the type of devices and the network and
storage resources, acquisition rates of radiance data varied from once every
 minutes to once every second.
4.3 Data processing and analysis
THE DATASETS came from diferent providers. By the time the study was
commenced, no standardized data format for recording was present*. * As an efort to facilitate exchange
of night sky measurement data, the
International Dark-Sky Association (IDA)
adopted a text-based standardized
data format in September, .
The details of the format can be
found at http://darksky.org/wp-
content/uploads/bsk-pdf-manager/
47_SKYGLOW_DEFINITIONS.PDF.
Therefore, in order to facilitate uniied procedure to analyze the datasets,
the data iles from the measurements of individual sites were irst converted
to a uniied format using Python scripts written for individual dataset,
sometimes having to consider glitches and change in data format during the
data acquisition period.
For each of the dataset, the average frequency of measurement was
irst determined. If more than one measurements per minute were made,
then the minute-by-minute median of the individual measurements were
irst taken. Doing this also mitigates the problem of artifact in analog-
to-digital conversion, which is caused by electromagnetic interference
and inverse proportionality between error in readings and integration
time†. Later examination of the data, however, showed that the uncertainty † The details about quantization artifact
and its treatment can be found in [].caused by quantization artifact is much lower than that of the variation
of sky brightness, and was therefore not considered in the uncertainty
analysis. Using the PyEphem library written in Python, the solar and lunar
elevation angle for each measurement were calculated, with measurements
taken without astronomical twilight (solar elevation angle below –°) and
moonlight to avoid the inluence of dominating natural light sources. The
calculations were made assuming there is no atmosphere, neglecting the
efect of atmospheric refraction.
To investigate the efect of presence of clouds to the sky brightness,
weather data issued by weather stations were used. This was done by down-
loading the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) SYNOP‡
‡ FM-12 SYNOP (Synoptic surface
observation) is an alphanumeric code
standardized by the WMO for reporting
surface weather from a manned or
automatic fixed land station. Detailed
information of the code can be found on
[].data from
the online weather database OGIMET§. SYNOP reports are issued every six § http://www.ogimet.com
hours minimum per requirements stipulated by the WMO, and some of the
weather stations issue as frequently as once per hour. The selection of a
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weather station was based on the shortest great circle distance from the SQM
measurement site, as well as the data availability. The distances between
the weather stations and the SQM sites range from  to  km . Since some
weather stations are far away from the SQM sites, deviation of cloud coverage
should be expected.
With the cloud coverage data at hand, the SQM measurement data were
assigned with the fraction of cloud coverage in oktas (one eighth of the
sky). Since the spatial distribution of clouds can be highly variable in time
and horizontally when the sky is neither completely clear nor completely
overcast, only measurements taken when cloud cover was either  or 
oktas were used. To avoid outliers from inluencing the retrieved values,
which can be caused by non-geophysical or coincidental events, for example
blockage of the optical path by external objects or lightning, the median
was used to represent the clear and overcast sky instead of the mean value.
The median sky radiance was calculated for : (midnight) local time for
both clear and overcast cases, and for : and : local time for clear
night cases, in order to compare the change of sky radiance over diferent
periods of the night. The time window for each of the three periods was
± minutes, to minimize the deviation of cloud coverage longer before
or ater observations.
Approximately half of the sites do not have associated weather data
for the midnight. For those stations this analysis could not be carried out.
However, Kyba et al. [] found in Berlin that the diference between the
sky brightnesses of clear nights to cloudy nights is proportional to how
light-polluted a site is, and that in a urban setting, the night sky becomes
brighter when the sky is covered by clouds. It is therefore suggested that
the variation of sky brightness can be a proxy of the light pollution of a
site in addition to the clear night sky brightness. To infer the diference
between clear and cloudy sky brightnesses, the th and th percentile in
sky radiance were compared for each site. The th percentile radiance occurs
during clear nights in urban areas and likely during overcast nights for
pristine areas, as there is very little emitted from ground level backscattered
by the clouds, and the clouds block the passage of extraterrestrial and
ionospheric light sources.
To compare with the prediction of existing night sky models, the
median cloud-free sky radiance for each site was compared with the values
from the First World Atlas of Artiicial Night Sky Brightness []. The th
percentile of the SQM-retrieved night sky radiance, which was found to be
the closest match of the average percentile of the median cloud-free sky
radiance, was also calculated for each site and compared to the World Atlas
data as well, in order to carry out a similar analysis for sites without nearby
weather stations.
As a way to exploit the full use of dataset, measured sky radiance for all
sites was plotted against hours relative to local midnight as density plots,
calculated using Gaussian kernel estimation provided in the SciPy package
for visual inspection. These plots can be useful for checking the evolution of
sky brightness for a site qualitatively, as well as comparing and contrasting
patterns of skyglows in diferent types of sites.
The SQM is designed to measure a relatively homogeneous ield. As seen
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from Figure ., the SQM’s angular response depends on both the zenith
and azimuth angle, and under a strong light source the accuracy of reading
from an SQM is sensitive to the alignment of the setup, as well as the optical
alignment of the lens and the photodiode inside the sensor []. As a irst
approximation, however, a moonlit, overcast sky is more homogeneous than
a clear moonlit sky, and can be used to infer the change in sky brightness
due to the presence of the moon. Therefore, to observe the inluence of the
moonlight to the sky brightness, overcast sky radiance within  minutes
from local midnight was used to generate density plots against the lunar
elevation angle for sites with SYNOP data. Median sky radiance were also
calculated in each case. To be included in this analysis, there must be at
least  observations under overcast sky, and at least one of them must be
taken under moonlit sky. It should be noted that the restriction in local time
means that the moon illumination ratio has a roughly constant relationship
with the moon elevation angle, and therefore the results should be treated
only qualitatively.
4.4 Comparison with ground-based aerosol data
NO AEROSOL MEASUREMENT during night were available for the SQM
stations, and only could be indirectly inferred by the spread of the sky
brightness during the clear nights. As a result no quantitative analysis on
aerosol inluence was done. To ind out if a relationship between the aerosol
content in the atmosphere and the sky radiance measured by the SQM,
aerosol optical depth (AOD) measurement data made by sunphotometers
from the AERONET (see also Chapter ) were used to compare with the
variation of radiance.
For the aerosol measurement data in AERONET, the last measurements
of AOD before the sunset and the irst measurements ater the sunrise were
irst averaged, and then linearly interpolated hour by hour. The AOD values
used were found using Equation . to match the SQM’s wavelength of peak
sensitivity. The change in artiicial light at night emission with the time
of night was also considered, by binning the sky radiance data with an
interval of  minutes. Also, to make the analysis more robust, instead of
using weather data from the SYNOP stations, which could be more than
 km away from the SQM sites, the standard deviation of the measurement
was taken into account in addition, since a completely clear sky with little
variation in atmospheric aerosol content is expected to not vary in sky
radiance. For each site, the SYNOP data were used only when doing so does
not drop the number of data points to less than .
A linear it of AOD against SQM-measured sky radiance was made for
each of the subsets of SQM data in each -minute bin*. Physically, the slope * Here the units of AOD (a unitless
logarithmic number) and of
the SQM-measured sky radiance
(magSQM/arcsec) efectively meansthat it is a logarithm-logarithm plot,
although the AOD has a base number of e,
and that of magSQM/arcsec a base numberof , multiplied by –..
relates the change in sky radiance with respect to the AOD value, whereas
the y-intercept can be seen as an extrapolation for the sky radiance without
aerosol content.
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Table .: Summary of night sky observation during the measurement period. The column “Data points” shows the number of minute-by-
minute observations during astronomical night (solar elevation angle below –°) within  minutes of local midnight. “WA” shows the
predicted clear sky brightness by [] for sites in North America and Europe. “Clear” and “overcast” indicate the median sky radiance in
magSQM/arcsec in the respective sky conditions, and the th and st percentiles for values with an *, indicating lack of cloud coveragedata. The brightening factor of overcast sky over clear sky are calculated in linear scale for sites with SYNOP data only. The → and →
columns show the change in clear sky radiance between the given local times. Sites – were not included in the main analysis.
N Site name Data points WA Clear Overcast Brightening factor  →  →
 Tucson KP  . .* .* N/A N/A N/A
 Schiermnk  . . . . . .
 Veinto Rg  . .* .* N/A N/A N/A
 Tucson Hpk  . .* .* N/A N/A N/A
 Winer  . .* .* N/A N/A N/A
 Alice Sp  N/A .* .* N/A N/A N/A
 IP Feld  . . . . -. -.
 Tucson Lm  . .* .* N/A N/A N/A
 Parey  . . . . . .
 Tenerife  N/A .* .* N/A N/A N/A
 Springendal  . . . . . .
 Rad Kwk  . . . . . .
 Seebergen  . . . . . .
 Tucson W  . .* .* N/A N/A N/A
 Calgary RAO  . .* .* N/A N/A N/A
 Vitto Veneto  . .* .* N/A N/A N/A
 Arkemheen  . . . . . .
 CESAR  . . . . -. -.
 Potsdam Bb  . . . . . .
 Arnhem  . . . . . .
 Vestby  . . . . -. .
 Lendinara  . .* .* N/A N/A N/A
 Berlin Sd  . . . . . .
 Tucson N  . .* .* N/A N/A N/A
 Grimsby  . .* .* N/A N/A N/A
 Met Monte  . .* .* N/A N/A N/A
 Castigli  . .* .* N/A N/A N/A
 Nove  . . . . . .
 Bremen H-L  . . . . . -.
 Morehead  . . . . N/A N/A
 Hamilton  . .* .* N/A N/A N/A
 Berlin St LE  . . . . . .
 Berlin St LU  . . . . . .
 Adelaide  N/A .* .* N/A N/A N/A
 Tucson E  . .* .* N/A N/A N/A
 Tucson C  . .* .* N/A N/A N/A
 Utrecht  . . . . . .
 Vienna IFA  . .* .* N/A N/A N/A
 Schipluiden  . . . . -. -.
 Plymouth Dv  . . . . N/A N/A
 Tucson S  . .* .* N/A N/A N/A
 Berlin HM  . . . . . .
 Madrid UCM  . . . . . .
 Edmonton  . .* .* N/A N/A N/A
 Vlaardingen  . . . . . -.
 Yonago¶  N/A .* .* N/A N/A N/A
 Mexico¶  . .* .* N/A N/A N/A
 Plymouth Rm†  . . . . N/A N/A
 Plymouth Mk†  . . . . N/A N/A
 FOA Schöpl‡  . .* .* N/A N/A N/A
 Deerlick §  . . . . N/A N/A
 Deerlick §  . . . . N/A N/A
¶Window attenuation unknown
†Thresholding problem
‡Instrument failure under dark skies. Later measurements with a properly functioning SQM gave a clear
sky radiance of .magSQM/arcsec and an overcast sky radiance of .magSQM/arcsec§Instrument failure
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4.5 Results and discussion
THE NIGHT SKY of  and  was found to be ranging in almost four
orders of magnitude, or magSQM/arcsec. The darkest irst percentile
radiance was found at the site Kitt Peak, AZ, USA at .magSQM/arcsec,
and the brightest th percentile radiance seen among all sites came from
Schipluiden, an area of greenhouses in the Netherlands, at .magSQM/arcsec.
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Figure .: Comparison of clear to overcast sky radiance. Figure .a shows the median clear and overcast sky radiances for locations where
cloud coverage data from weather stations are available, and Figure .b shows the th and th percentile radiances for all available SQM sites.
The dashed line shows the ratio of unity, meaning there is no diference in brightness between cloudy and clear cases for Figure .a, and no
variation in sky brightness under diferent sky conditions for Figure .b [].
Table .: Variation in sky radiance on clear and cloudy ± minutes from midnight. Only sites with SYNOP data for at least six nights both
for clear and overcast ( oktas) cases are included. Values are in magSQM/arcsec []. Sites below the double lines are excluded in the mainanalysis.
N Site name Clear .% Clear .% Clear diference Overcast .% Overcast .% Overcast diference
 IP Feld . . . . . .
 Parey . . . . . .
 Springendal . . . . . .
 Rad Kwk . . . . . .
 Arkemheen . . . . . .
 CESAR . . . . . .
 Potsdam Bb . . . . . .
 Arnhem . . . . . .
 Nove . . . . . .
 Berlin St LU . . . . . .
 Schipluiden . . . . . .
 Vlaardingen . . . . . .
 Deerlick  . . . . . .
Table . shows a summary of night sky variations of the participating
sites*
* The data from the excluded sites, while
also shown in the table, are not considered
in all the discussions below.. For comparison, a pristine, clear night sky typically has a bright-
ness of .–.magSQM/arcsec, and a natural night sky may vary from
mag/arcsec for an overcast sky with thick clouds, to approximately
mag/arcsec when the Milky Way is near the zenith of the sky†
† Personal communication between C.C.M.
Kyba, Deutsches GeoForschungsZentrum,
Potsdam, Germany and Dan Duriscoe,
National Park Service, USA during
preparation of [].
. Of the
sites with SYNOP data, the darkest median clear sky radiance are found in
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Schiermonnikoog, the Netherlands (Site ) and Westhavelland, Germany
(Site ) with a value of .magSQM/arcsec, meaning they are approximately
.magSQM/arcsec (%) brighter than a night sky not polluted by artiicial
light, although both sites are many kilometers away from strong night
time artiicial light sources. It can be said, therefore, that most of the
participating sites are light-polluted. Furthermore,  sites with SYNOP
data have a clear sky radiance brighter than .magSQM/arcsec, two
times the natural sky brightness, meaning artiicial light is the dominating
light source.  sites have % of time brighter than .magSQM/arcsec.
Seven sites (Sites –) situated in suburban, urban, industrial and agri-
cultural areas are more than  times as bright as natural sky (brighter than
.magSQM/arcsec) % of time.
The scatterplots of the median overcast sky radiance against median
clear sky radiance, and the th percentile sky radiance (brightest %)
against th percentile sky radiance (darkest %), are shown in Figures .a
and .b respectively. Both igures show a trend in type of site of rural–
suburban–urban with increasing sky radiance. The diference between clear
and cloudy sky increases with increasing clear sky radiance, but is not in
a form of simple power law (like as found in []) which would have been
shown as a linear relationship in Figure .a, and instead has a change in
slope at a clear sky radiance of ca. magSQM/arcsec, below of which are all
rural or pristine sites. This is in line with the results of a numerical modeling
of night sky by Kocifaj and Solano Lamphar [], which ind that the sky
the brightening of sky by the presence of clouds increases the nearer to the
border of the city, but when an observer moves inside a city the brightening
by cloud increases slower with increasing clear sky brightness. Similarly, the
diference between the th and the th percentiles widens as the radiance
increases (.b). Also notable is that there are two sites with the overcast sky
radiance lower than the clear sky radiance, and ive sites which are darker
than the typical radiance of a natural clear sky radiance, .magSQM/arcsec,
% of time, which may indicate that they are at least not light-polluted
around the zenith, and clouds darken the night sky at these places.
Figures . shows the density plots of relative frequency of sky radiance
against local hour of the night for all the participating sites. The sites are
sorted by increasing th percentile radiance at the direction of radiance, and
the plots are arranged from let to right, top to bottom. The distributions
of sky radiance tend to peak at one value for darker sites, whilst brighter
sites show bimodal distribution, likely caused by brightening of the sky
when clouds are present (also shown in Table . for sites with more than
six nights of clear and overcast sky each). Also noticeable is that for darker
sites, there is no signiicant change in radiance over the course of the night,
whereas brighter sites tend to become darker from early evening towards
the late midnight (see Figure . also for histograms for change between
: and : local time), and for some sites the sky gets brighter again
near the dawn. Remarkably, the site in Schipluiden, the Netherlands (Site
), which is situated around an area with greenhouses switching on their
plant lights ater the midnight, more than doubles in sky brightness from
midnight to : (Figure .b)*
* Personal communication with Dorien
Lolkema, National Institute for Pub-
lic Health and the Environment (RIVM),
the Netherlands. .
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Figure .: Contour plots of night sky radiance for all participating sites. Only measurements taken without astronomical twilight and
moonlight were used to generate the composite data. The site number, site name and country code are indicated for each plot. Sites  to 
were not included in the main analysis. Refer to Tables . and . for site information [].
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Figure .: Histogram of the observed change in median sky radiance from (a) : to midnight and (b) midnight to : on a linear
scale. Only sites with SYNOP data and midnight clear sky radiances brighter than .magSQM/arcsec (two times the average natural skybrightness) are shown [].
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Figure .: Contour plots of cloudy night sky radiance  minutes around local midnight at diferent lunar elevation angles. Only measurements
taken with cloud data from weather stations and without astronomical twilight were used to generate the composite data. The site number,
site name and country code are indicated for each plot. Sites  to  were not included in the main analysis. Refer to Tables . and . for
site information [].
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Table .: Variation in sky radiance on moonlit and moon-free overcast ( oktas) midnights. Only sites with SYNOP data, at least 
observations, and data on both moonlit and moon-free nights are included. Values are in magSQM/arcsec []. Sites below the double linesare excluded in the main analysis.
N Site name Moonless .% Moonless .% Moonlit .% Moonlit .%
 Schiermnk . . . .
 IP Feld . . . .
 Parey . . . .
 Springendal . . . .
 Rad Kwk . . . .
 Arkemheen . . . .
 CESAR . . . .
 Potsdam Bb . . . .
 Arnhem . . . .
 Vestby . . . .
 Nove . . . .
 Bremen H-L . . . .
 Morehead . . . .
 Berlin St LE . . . .
 Berlin St LU . . . .
 Utrecht . . . .
 Schipluiden . . . .
 Plymouth Dv . . . .
 Madrid UCM . . . .
 Vlaardingen . . . .
 Plymouth Rm . . . .
 Plymouth Mk . . . .
 Deerlick  . . . .
 Deerlick  . . . .
Table .: Comparison of overcast ( oktas) sky radiance ± minutes around midnight for nights with the moon below and above the horizon.
Medians are in magSQM/arcsec []. Sites below the double lines are excluded in the main analysis.
N Site name Moonless data points Median Moonlit data points Median Moon diference
 Schiermnk  .  . .
 IP Feld  .  . .
 Parey  .  . .
 Springendal  .  . .
 Rad Kwk  .  . .
 Arkemheen  .  . .
 CESAR  .  . .
 Potsdam Bb  .  . .
 Arnhem  .  . .
 Vestby  .  . .
 Nove  .  . .
 Bremen H-L  .  . .
 Morehead  .  . .
 Berlin St LE  .  . .
 Berlin St LU  .  . .
 Utrecht  .  . .
 Schipluiden  .  . .
 Plymouth Dv  .  . .
 Madrid UCM  .  . .
 Vlaardingen  .  . .
 Plymouth Rm  .  . .
 Plymouth Mk  .  . .
 Deerlick   .  . .
 Deerlick   .  . .
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While under a natural night sky, a clear, moonless night does not
change in brightness throughout the night, the presence of moon can
strongly increase the brightness of the sky. Figure . and Table . shows
how the moon inluences the brightness of the sky. In rural or pristine area,
the moon is the strongest light source, which can increase the clear night sky
radiance by more than  times (.magSQM/arcsec). However, in the most
light-polluted area, the presence of the moon changes the sky brightness
only by less than %(.magSQM/arcsec).
4.5.1 Comparison with light pollution model
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Figure .: Comparison of clear sky
observations to values from the First World
Atlas of Artiicial Light Pollution [].
Crosses are median clear sky radiance for
sites with SYNOP data. If the model itted
perfectly with the observation data, the
point would lie on the dash line [].
Figure . shows a scatterplot of SQM measurement data against the predic-
tion of the First World Atlas of Artiicial Light Pollution [] for clear sky
measurements. The model overestimated the sky brightness by about %,
with a standard deviation of approximately %. The diference may be due
to the fact that there was snow cover in the satellite data used by the model,
and the aerosol content in the atmosphere. In addition, the satellite used for
data acquisition, the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program(DMSP), had
an overlight time in the early evening.
When the dataset was analyzed, the First World Atlas was the only
global light pollution model available. Ater the publication of [], Falchi
et al. [] published an updated version of the model using the composite
data from the VIIRS–DNB sensor on board the Suomi NPP satellite (Refer
to Chapter  for details). The model was found to be underestimating
by .mag/arcsec (%), with a standard deviation of .mag/arcsec
(+%,–%).
4.5.2 Influence of aerosols on sky radiance
SINCE spatial variation of aerosol can be signiicant even at a short distance,
only colocated stations were used in this analysis. Of all the SQM stations
in the campaign, there are only two AERONET stations in vicinity, namely
the CESAR in Cabauw(Site ), the Netherlands, and the campus of the Com-
plutense University of Madrid (Site ), both at a distance of approximately
m. Both sites also have SYNOP data from weather stations,  km away for
CESAR and  km away for Madrid, respectively.
The SQM site in Cabauw is dedicated to atmospheric measurements
and research, around km from the city Utrecht and more than  km
from Rotterdam. Aubé [] predicted that for a location  km away from
a city, when the AOD changes from . to ., the sky brightness is reduced
by about one order of magnitude. In practice, however, the sky brightness
can vary greatly due to both the meteorological conditions inside and
outside of the city. As a result there is no consistent relationship between
the AOD and the SQM radiance (Figure .): the slope varies between
–.magSQM/arcsec/AOD and +.magSQM/arcsec/AOD, and the correlation
coeicient ranges from –. to +..
The SQM site in Madrid, situated approximately  km from the city
center, and  km from the brightest place in Madrid [], has a more con-
sistent relationship between the measured night sky radiance and the
AERONET AOD (Figure .). Although there is a drop in slope at :, there is
a consistent ampliication of sky radiance with increasing aerosol content. It
4.6. SUMMARY 
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Figure .: Relationship between AERONET AOD and SQM-measured sky radiance in Cabauw, the Netherlands (Site ). Figure .a shows the
individual data points and linear its color-coded with local hours of the night, and Figure .b shows the it parameters with the correlation
coeicient. Only data points with available cloud coverage data was used to generate the plots, and the standard deviation for each included
night must be smaller than .magSQM/arcsec to further screen out nights under changing meteorological conditions. A negative value inslope means an increase in radiance with increasing AOD.
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Figure .: Relationship between AERONET AOD and SQM-measured sky radiance in Madrid, Spain (Site ) using the same data analysis and
visualization schemes as Figure ..
is notable, however, that while [] predicted no or little ampliication of sky
brightness when the AOD increases from . to .  km away from the center
of light source, the factor of ampliication in Madrid is always higher than
magSQM/arcsec when the AOD increases by .. This may be due to the fact
that the SQM is a broadband radiometer, whilst Aubé’s calculation was based
on a wavelength of nm.
4.6 Summary
THIS STUDY was the irst coordinated efort to use automated radiometers
to quantify the worldwide variation of sky brightness. It shows how the in-
troduction of artiicial light at night changes the natural night sky patterns.
Inside and near populated areas, the variation of night sky no longer follows
the natural pattern dominated by the presence of the moon, but instead
by the meteorological conditions, for example the cloud coverage and the
amount of aerosols present, and instead of darkening, cloud-covered sky
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becomes brighter. As shown in Chapter , this may change the predator–
prey balance, and can disorient night-lying migratory birds.
However, as this study only covered mostly the Western Hemisphere in
developed countries, it is still not representative for the night sky scenarios
of the whole world. Moreover, the study period of two years is not suicient
for investigating long-term changes in night sky brightness, which can be
inluenced by changes in human behavior, lighting technology and urban
planning. For all these reasons, it is necessary to continue monitoring the
night sky, either by satellite or ground-based observations — which will be
studied in the next chapter.
5 Long-term ground-based night sky monitoring
in and around Bremen
PREVIOUS SURVEYS suggest that in average, cities in Europe brighten up at a
rate of approximately % per year []. As a result of recent technological
advances and cost reduction, as well as increase in energy eiciency, in
solid state lighting, for example light-emitting diode (LED) and potentially
laser diode lighting, which typically emits a larger fraction of blue light
than existing lighting technologies and the pressure in reducing carbon
emission, Europe may experience enormous change in lighting pattern,
which may lead to higher level of light pollution and disrupt circadian
rhythm of human beings [].
To assess the impact of technological and behaviorial change in lighting
and use of artiicial light, it is necessary to monitor the night sky over a long
period. This can be either achieved by satellite-based (Chapter , or see [])
or ground-based (Chapter ) measurements.
5.1 Rationales for long-term night sky monitoring in Bremen
THE CITY OF BREMEN, situated in Northern Germany surrounded by the
federal state of Lower Saxony, is the tenth largest city in terms of population,
and the ith largest in terms of area.
Built along the Weser River, Bremen is a typical European medium-sized
city, with land uses ranging from heavy industries and logistics, to parks
and natural reserves. Topographically Bremen is a lat city with an elevation
of .m above mean sea level at the marketplace of the city center, and a
maximum natural elevation of .m, the lowest among all states within
Germany [].
The public lighting system of Bremen consists mainly of a mixture of
lorescent lights for low-power, small-area uses, and high-pressure-sodium
(HPS) lights when high output power is necessary. Since ca. , new
installations of public lighting systems involve the use of white LEDs, an
example of which is shown in Figure .. Some of the ixtures with compact
Figure .: LED modules inside a ixture
of street lamp near the campus of the
University of Bremen. Note that only  out
of  modules are lit to reduce the output
power of the street lamp.
lorescent lights are also being retroitted with LED modules.
Before commissioning Bremen’s long-term SQM measurements in
December, , some individuals measured the night sky of Bremen using
naked eye or handheld SQMs and put the results online. Since its introduc-
tion in , the Loss of the Night mobile app collects several dozens of sin-
gle point measurements each year. However, this efort is not coordinated.
In addition, using the annual Defense Meteorological Satellite Program
(DMSP) composite data Hänel found a slight decrease in upwelling radiance
for Bremen and some other places [] without further investigation. The
measurement at the campus of the University of Bremen and in the village
Seebergen in Lilienthal, Lower Saxony is the irst long-term ground-based
measurement and experimental study of light pollution in Bremen.
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The gradual change of lighting technology from HPS and compact
lorescent lighting to solid-state lighting, for example LEDs, provides an
opportunity to identify the impact on skyglow by means of long-term
measurements.
5.2 Night sky monitoring by SQMs
SINCE December, , an SQM-LE was installed on the roof of the U-Building
of the Faculty of Physics and Electronics of the University of Bremen in
the district Horn–Lehe (Bremen H–L, Site  in Chapter ), continuously
measuring the zenith night sky radiance. Characteristics of the SQM are
shown in the last chapter. There are some exterior lightings used at the
Universum Bremen (a science museum) and at the drop tower approximately
m away from the measurement site, however these light sources are
not directed to the site and considering the sensitivity of the SQM near
the horizon, no efect is expected on the measured radiance. Moreover,
no direct light sources are present at the site during night time. Another
Table .: List of Bremen night sky
monitoring sites.
Site Bremen H–L Seebergen
Latitude (°) . .
Longitude (°) . .
Elevation (m)  
SQM was set up in late February,  outside a family house in the village
Seebergen near Lilienthal, Lower Saxony (Seebergen, Site  in Chapter
) which is directly at the border of the state of Bremen to ind out the
diference in skyglow pattern between a suburban site and a rural site.
Through internet connection data is directly acquired by and saved to
the data server of the working group. Both SQMs report zenith sky radiance
once per minute.
The Bremen City Airport, situated approximately . km from the
suburban site and . km from the rural site, hosts a World Meteorolog-
ical Organization (WMO) weather station with index number . The
weather station reports hourly by a human observer, with some gaps of
observations sometimes happening at : and : UTC each night.
To ensure that the attenuation of the glass windows for both of the
devices do not change signiicantly during the whole measurement period,
the glass windows are inspected regularly (once per day except weekends
for the campus site, once per week for the rural site). The glass windows are
wiped clean when they are found to be dirty, for example with deposits of
aerosols. If bird droppings are found, data points between inspections are
removed from the analysis. Also, when the silicone sealing is found to be
aged and not more watertight, the glass windows are resealed.
During the initial months of measurements, an inter-comparison was
done with the two devices used in Bremen, the results of which can be
found in []. With help of a calibration box and the same procedure
of operation as shown in [], the SQMs are removed each year to check
for the attenuation values of the housing (Table .). In [] Pravettoni
Table .: Attenuation value of SQM
housings’ glass window. Values are in
magSQM/arcsec.
Date Bremen H–L Seebergen
 .±. .±.
 .±. .±.
 .±. .±.
 .±. .±.
 .±. .±.
found out that some glass windows were visibly yellowed, possibly due to
exposure to solar ultraviolet (UV) radiation. However, apart from aging
of the sealant as mentioned above, aging of the windows themselves are
not seen from naked eye. Moreover, luctuations of the attenuation values
for the glass windows we use in this study are within the manufacturer’s
stated uncertainty of the SQM. We therefore consider the glass windows’
attenuation values to be stable in this analysis, and the constant assigned in
5.3. NARROW FIELD-OF-VIEW COOLED CCD SPECTROMETER 
[] are used throughout the whole period.
We encountered several instrument issues during the measurement
period. Starting from July , the device for the rural site experienced a
lag in reporting the data by one request, and was subsequently replaced
with another unit by the manufacturer in summer . The instruments
also sufer from aging of the lenses (Figure .), possibly due to exposure to
sunlight. The rate of decrease in sensitivity due to this, however, could not
Figure .: Aging of SQM plastic lens due
to exposure to sunlight. Note the slightly
yellowish color.
be determined because there was no light source for absolute calibration
available*. In addition, some sources of lighting, for example skybeamers,
* From the raw data of glass attenuation
measurement, the reading of the
SQMs have dropped in the order of
.magSQM/arcsec over the span of fouryears, implying an annual degradation rate
of roughly .magSQM/arcsec. However,the geometry of the setup, as well as the
output of the light source, which is an
incandescent lamp, are not calibrated.
can be seen if the light path passes near the zenith of the SQM. Correspond-
ingly, these data points are excluded when inding the long-term trend.
5.3 Narrow field-of-view cooled CCD spectrometer
ALTHOUGH the SQM is also sensitive to shorter wavelengths, it cannot detect
the relative change to other wavelengths as it is a broadband radiometer.
Simultaneous measurements of the SQM and a spectrometer capable of
measuring light of shorter wavelength enables the detection of the relative
change in blue emission to the whole visible spectrum of the skyglow.
A CCD spectrometer, which is mainly used for measuring trace gases in
the troposphere and stratosphere using the diferential optical absorption
spectroscopy (DOAS) technique by the DOAS Group at the Institute of En-
vironmental Physics, is also used for nighttime measurements since Au-
gust †. The spectrometer uses a D cooled CCD and a Czerny–Turner † The instrument used for this study now
serves mainly for teaching purpose. More
details about the improved version of the
instrument which can measure at diferent
zenith and azimuth angles can be found at
[].
monochromator, and has a telescopic objective lens with an equivalent
focal length of mm and a ield of view of about °, pointing towards the
zenith.
Sensitive to UV and visible light of shorter wavelengths, we use the
CCD spectrometer to observe the night sky at the zenith at the wavelengths
of . nm±. nm and nm±. nm with a resolution of . nm.
. nm is one of the emission lines for mercury, usually originating from
lorescent lights or mercury lights, and is also near the peak emission line
of commercially available blue or white LEDs at  to nm. For these
reasons this line is chosen. The measurements at  nm were analyzed
initially, but not subsequently used because the noise level is higher than
the . nm line, possibly due to wider line width and lower signal. As
an instrument used for teaching and for daytime measurements, it is not
radiometrically calibrated for use at night, and as a result of not having a
calibration source in the dynamic range of the night sky brightness, it is not
possible for the time being to compare the readings with the SQM, and the
data are presented in units of raw counts per second, with the noise loor of
the sensor subtracted to give out net count rates.
The CCD sensor of the spectrometer is known to pick up spikes in
measured values due to cosmic radiation, although the exact cause is not
known‡. The original dataset comes with data either removed or compen- ‡ Personal communications with Andreas
Richter, University of Bremen, .sated. However some data points are overcompensated and register as
low counts instead, and can only be seen when plotting the data against
those taken by the SQM. This means there must be simultaneous SQM
measurements to validate whether the raw readings are afected by overcom-
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Figure .: Scatterplots of measured count rate of the cooled CCD spectrometer
against SQM radiance before linear ofset and gain corrections. Only data
with cloud coverage information are used. Count rate of the cooled CCD
measurements is in logarithmic scale. Figure .a shows the data point before
the replacement of the ampliier in late February, , whereas Figure .b
shows those thereater. Data points which are farther than  RMS values away
from the it are not included.
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Figure .: Scatterplots of measured count rate of the cooled CCD spectrometer
against SQM radiance before linear ofset and gain corrections in linear scale,
with the same dataset in Figure ., but with the SQM-measured radiance
converted to linear scale in the unit of cd/m.
pensation. In March, , the signal ampliier module of the instrument
was replaced to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. The count rate of the
instrument has changed correspondingly since then. Figures .a and
.b show the logarithmic count rate of the CCD spectrometer against the
SQM measured radiance for data before and ater the change of ampliier,
efectively a logarithm–logarithm plot because magSQM/arcsec is a unit in
logarithmic scale. Also, because of the multiplication factor of –. used by
the deinition of the astronomical magnitude, a strictly linear relationship
yields a slope of –. instead of unity. Figure . shows the same scatterplot
in linear scale converted to the unit of cd/m by the factor
1.08 ⋅ 105 ⋅ 10−0.4⋅����
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Figure .: Scatterplots of measured count rate of the cooled CCD spectrometer
against SQM radiance ater linear ofset and gain corrections, using the same
visualization scheme.
where ���� is the SQM-measured radiance in magSQM/arcsec *. With the * Found in the website of Unihedron, theSQM’s manufacturer at http://unihedron.
com/projects/darksky/magconv.php.
However this conversion is approximate
as the spectrum of skyglow tend to shit
towards the red regime as the brightness
increases. See for example [].
linear it of the CCD spectrometer raw count rate against SQM radiance
converted to linear scale, the linearity and the linear ofset of the sensor can
be found. With the data points irst iltered by excluding points outside of
 root-mean-square (RMS) deviations from the logarithmic fit to account
for over and under-compensation of spikes, and then compensated for the
linear ofset, data points taken before the ampliier replacement are linearly
scaled to match the itted slope of those ater the replacement. The two
subsets of data are then treated as one continuous dataset. Figures .a
and .b show the logarithm–logarithm plots before and ater the ampliier
replacement respectively. Overall, the resulting scatterplots show a more
linear relationship between the spectrometer and the SQM readings, as
shown by the slope of the it in logarithmic scale being close to the expected
value of –.. However, as a result of operations in linear scale, the lower
readings from the measurements using the old ampliier reveal higher
degree of nonlinearity than those using the new ampliier when plotted
in logarithm–logarithm scale.
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5.4 Results and discussion
5.4.1 Variation of sky brightness during the course of night
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Figure .: Contour plots for SQM measurements at the two measurement sites in
Bremen. Similar methodology as in Chapter  is used, and the plotting scheme
is the same as Figure .. Only data taken without astronomical twilight and
moonlight are shown here. In addition, data points are not used when snow
cover is reported at the weather station in Bremen City Airport.
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Figure .: Median night sky radiance at diferent hours of night in Bremen.
Only measurements taken without twilight and moonlight, and with cloud
coverage data from weather station are used to generate these plots. Error bars
are values at ±1�.
THE DISTRIBUTION in sky radiance of the suburban site (Figure .a) is
found to be diferent from that of the rural site (Figure .b). For the
suburban site, a bimodal distribution is noticeable throughout the course of
the night, typical for light-polluted areas due to backscattering of artiicial
light with and without clouds. The lower band corresponds to the scenario
of clear sky, whereas the upper band corresponds to the cloudy scenario. For
the rural site (Figure .b), however, the radiances are  to magSQM/arcsec
smaller, and they decrease during the course of the night stronger than
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the suburban site. Moreover, the bimodal distribution is only discernible
during the early hours of the night, and vanishes and becomes a unimodal
distribution around the midnight. A further drop in sky radiance can
also be seen at around :. Also, the spread of sky radiance of the rural
site is lower than that of the suburban site. Most of the data points are
concentrated around the midnight because the data points taken with
astronomical twilight and moonlight are not used, and the solar elevation
angle in Bremen is the lowest around the local midnight.
Although the weather station in Bremen is not in the vicinity of both
of the measurement sites, the cloud coverage data from the weather station
can still give insights of the relationship between the presence of clouds
and change of sky brightness, as well as the efect of distance of major
light sources/light dome of the city. The midnight clear sky radiance of
the suburban site is .+0.38−0.31magSQM/arcsec, whilst the overcast sky
radiance is .+0.51−0.35magSQM/arcsec. The overcast sky was thus brighter
by a factor of .. The night sky of the rural site, on the other hand,
has a median radiance of .+0.13−0.15magSQM/arcsec for clear nights and
.+0.44−0.93 magSQM/arcsec for overcast nights, yielding a ratio of . be-
tween the radiances of clear and overcast sky (Figure .b). This is in line
with the indings in Chapter  that the brightening ratio of the night sky
increases with clear sky radiance. As there are only two sites available in
Bremen, whether a break in the slope of overcast sky radiance with respect
to clear sky radiance demonstrated in Chapter  cannot be directly veriied.
Also as already shown in Chapter  a decrease in sky radiance in the
progress of the night can also be seen both under clear and overcast sky,
with an observed increase again towards the morning hours. For the subur-
ban site the clear sky radiance drops from .magSQM/arcsec at : local
time to .magSQM/arcsec at :, a decrease of approximately %, and
the decrease in sky radiance in the same interval when the sky is overcast
is approximately %, from .magSQM/arcsec to .magSQM/arcsec.
The corresponding brightening factor by the presence of clouds decreases
from . to .. For the rural site, while the clear sky darkens from
.magSQM/arcsec at : to .magSQM/arcsec at :–: (a de-
crease of %), the overcast sky radiance decreases from .magSQM/arcsec
at : to .magSQM/arcsec at :, a decrease of %. Also notable is
the diference between the maximum and minimum brightening factors for
the two sites: whilst that of the suburban site varies between . and .,
the brightening factor of the rural site can vary between . and .. Such
a diference in the darkening of a clear sky and overcast sky may possibly be
attributed to the curfew of the public lighting at : local time*. During * Personal communication with
Christine Weinzierl, Institute of
Environmental Physics, University of
Bremen.
the hours which the brightening factor is around the minimum, i.e. for  a.m.
to  a.m., the +1� overcast sky radiance (i.e. the .th percentile radiance
value) is darker than the +1� clear sky radiance, indicating that the sky
may be darkened by clouds covering the sky in the hours ater the midnight,
depending on the cloud properties such as the droplet size and cloud base
height.
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Figure .: ime series of daily median sky brightness at diferent hours of night. Only measurements taken with weather data are used.
Measurements made during overcast nights are in red, whereas those taken during clear nights are in black. Thresholds in daily variation are
used as an extra measure for weather screening. Error bars are values at ±1�. The lines are logarithmic fits of the time series, with the itted
annual change rates indicated.
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Figure .: Fitted rate of change of sky brightness for the suburban and rural
sites in Bremen. Data for overcast sky is in red, and data for clear sky is in black.
5.4.2 Change of sky brightness over the measurement period
DURING THE COURSE of the measurement period, changes in clear and
overcast sky radiances could be observed. For the suburban site, there is
an increase of clear sky radiance for the early hours of the night over the
measurement period of ca. . years, and the change in cloudy sky radiance
is statistically not signiicant, partly due to the larger variation of sky
brightness associated with cloud properties. However, the sky radiance from
midnight and on are consistently decreasing, with the clear sky radiance
decreasing at an annual rate of  to %, and the annual rate of decrease
for cloudy night ranging from  to %(Figure .a). For the rural site, the
clear sky radiance remained statistically constant or decreased slightly for
most of the night during the measurement period, with an extreme values
of annual rate of change at –.% and +.%. The annual rate of change for
the overcast sky radiance, like in the suburban site, show a decrease for most
of the hours of the night. Noticeable is that the annual rate of decrease is
higher than that for the suburban site —  out of the  available -minute
periods have an annual rate of change <–%, mostly concentrated during
the later part of the night (Figure .b). A summary of annual rate of change
for both sites can be found in Figure ..
During a site visit in early December,  the following notable fea-
tures at and around the rural site were found:
• There are two trees within m from the SQM, which have been grow-
ing throughout the measurement period. While they are situated in
the direction to Bremen from the SQM which can potentially block the
skyglow from entering the optical path of the SQM, they are outside of
the FWHM ield-of-view of the SQM, and the efect of blocking by these
trees may be considered insigniicant.
• A number of trees were removed on a knoll near the site. Since trees
typically have lower relectance relative to the bare soil or land for
agricultural uses, especially for shorter wavelength of the visible
spectrum[], it is unlikely that the removal of the trees caused the
decrease in sky brightness.
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• Villages around Seebergen are sparse, and public lighting for the major
roads outside the village are less concentrated than those inside the
village. Seebergen can therefore be considered as a localized light
dome.
• Majority of street lamps in Seebergen are cool white lorescent light
without cutof above the horizon, which may increase the local sky
glow due to the rich blue content in the emission spectrum.
The observed decrease of brightness due to degradation of the optical
system, a shit of the emission spectrum of the artiicial light at night to
lower wavelength because of the switch of public lighting to LEDs, cannot
be positively ruled out. On the other hand, taken the observations above
into account, the non-linear relationship between the decrease of clear
sky radiance to cloudy sky radiance (i.e. the larger slope for the change in
overcast sky radiance than that in clear sky radiance), which have already
been shown in Chapter , Figure .a, may indicate that the night sky has
physically darkened. Existing lighting systems which are not yet replaced
may decrease their output power during their life spans. The switch to
LED lightings are underway only progressively in Bremen as of this writing,
and all lightings of existing technologies do decrease their output before
their eventual replacement []*. This may result in an overall decrease in* This includes LEDs ater an extended
period of use. Some manufacturers program
their LED modules to increase the power in
order to compensate the decrease of output
during the lifetime (personal information
gathering from a sales representative
during the rd International Conference on
Artiicial Light at Night, , Sherbrooke,
Canada).
emission if the lifetime of the new LEDs is much longer than the observing
period and the introduction of LEDs just started at the beginning of the
observation period. The decrease is more noticeable during the later part
of the night: many domestic and commercial lightings are switched of
during the course of the night, while within the city of Bremen, there is no
curfew for the public lightings, meaning that the relative contribution of the
public lighting to the skyglow is higher at later in the night. For the rural
site, the higher rate of decrease of overcast sky radiance is an expected result,
when the output of the lighting systems in the city and the surrounding
have decreased. While there is no behavioral change in the use of domestic
lighting, and that the curfew of public lighting has been in place since the
begin of the measurement period, these factors may be ruled out.
5.4.3 Measurements with cooled CCD spectrometer
A density plot of the measurements made by the CCD spectrometer with
respect to the hours of midnight is shown in Figure .a, and the median
clear and overcast sky radiance for diferent time of the night in Figure .b.
In comparison to the SQM measurements (Figure .), both show a more
pronounced bimodal distribution in count rates throughout the night, with
a drop in count rate over the course of the night. However, the time series
over diferent hours of night (Figure .) shows that the measurements
taken before the replacement of the ampliier in March  varied more
than those taken thereater, indicating that the noise level of the device
during clear sky is too high for quantitative measurements. Also, although a
similar decreasing trend of count rate can be seen for overcast nights, some
sources of systematic uncertainties, none of which has been quantiied, must
be taken into account. First, the glass window of the device has not been
cleaned during the measurement period, and the efect of accumulating
deposit is to be known. Second, the alignment was found to have been
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Figure .: Summary of long-term measurements using the cooled CCD camera at . nm. Only measurements taken with weather data and
simultaneous SQM measurements are used. The count rate is corrected for linear ofset and gain using the method described in Section . for
ofset and diference in gain in ampliier for data taken before March, . The y-axes of all plots are in logarithmic scale. Error bars in Figure
.c indicate values at ±1�.
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Figure .: ime series of daily median sky brightness at diferent hours of night at . nm using the cooled CCD spectrometer. The y-axis is in
logarithmic scale. Only measurements taken with weather data and simultaneous SQM measurements are used. The count rate is corrected
using the method described in Section . for ofset and diference in gain in ampliier for data taken before March, . Measurements
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indicated.
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changed during the inspection in November, . Third, the sensor has
not been checked for its degradation in sensitivity. Therefore, while a clear
relationship between cloud coverage and count rate can be seen from the
dataset, radiometric calibration and sensitivity check must be done in the
future in order to quantify changes of night sky brightness at particular
wavelengths.
5.5 Summary
BASED ON the ground-based measurements spanning over . years, we
are able to monitor how the night sky changes within a night, and how
it evolves in the course of the measurement period. While we were not
yet able to quantify the spectral change with the gradual replacement of
public lighting to LED-based system due to lack of instrument, we observed
a general decrease of night sky brightness in and around the city of Bremen.
I suspect, however, that this is by no means a result by the introduction
of a more sustainable urban lighting plan. Rather, it is a result of the slow
rate of replacement of public lighting to newer technologies. As I observed
that the replacement is still ongoing in and around the city, we need to
put forward the efort of continuous monitoring, in order to be able to
assess the ecological impact of LED lighting. Similarly, our study also implies
that without assessing how a city replaces and maintains its public lighting
assets, an observed decrease in sky brightness is not suicient in predicting
the ecological consequences of the public lighting scheme. Therefore, any
future studies in long-term night sky monitoring must take into account
the maintenance status of the public lighting assets to accurately relect the
ecological impacts.
6 Conclusion and outlook
THE BEGINNING of light pollution research, almost a century ago [],
concerned mostly the mortality of birds due to the presence of artiicial light
at night. Through various research the extensive negative efects of artiicial
light at night not only on ecology, but also on physiology, astronomy,
energy consumption, and social impact in general. We need to measure
the night sky because all these impacts depend on the pattern of artiicial
lightings. As light technologies are continuously developing, and human
behavior, which can inluence the use of artiicial light, is di cult to predict,
we must monitor the night sky to assess the changes in ecological and social
impacts. In addition, night sky monitoring is an essential part for policy
making in urban lighting plan, and potentially legislations regarding the use
of outdoor lighting. The continuous development of aerospace and sensor
technologies enable us to carry out remote sensing from the space and from
the ground, providing us a tool for light pollution-related studies and policy
making.
Ater the launch of the Suomi NPP satellite, the VIIRS–DNB sensor on
board have been previously used to quantify upwelling artiicial light as
a means of studying light pollution in a global scale []. Eforts are also
made to measure aerosol during night time using the upwelling artiicial
light []. While the angular distribution of artiicial light can impact
the skyglow pattern, even far away from the urban light dome [], no
systematic, wide area studies in the scale of continent have yet been done.
Therefore, we used the data acquired in  from VIIRS–DNB sensor to
study the angular distribution of the emissions of artiicial light. Although
we encountered some problems for the measurements, such as the sensor
being a broadband one not sensitive to blue light, di culty in downloading
the data, uncertainty of the measurements, the limited temporal coverage,
and the low number of measurements due to the orbit of the satellite and
sky condition, we are able to investigate the pattern of upwelling emission
of light for major cities and metropolitan regions in Europe. We ind that
cities in Europe, with some exceptions, emit more light at high zenith angle
(Figures . and .). As upwelling light near the horizon can travel far
away from the source, this implies that migratory animals which are active
during the night time can easily be distracted by the light dome from a city
far away in an otherwise natural area. To anticipate the increasing use of
light sources with high color temperature, multispectral sensors which are
sensitive enough for night time applications may be designed, built and
launched in the future.
While satellite-based observations are useful in wide area surveys,
ground-based, localized measurements have an advantage of more fre-
quent data acquisitions, and usually have better signal quality. Low-cost
sensors dedicated for night sky measurements, like the Sky Quality Meters
(SQM) used in Chapters  and , enable ground-based short and long-term
measurements for multiple locations. In  and , a worldwide study
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of night sky, compiling and analyzing data of SQM measurements from 
locations around the globe was conducted, and was the irst time comparing
ground-based night sky measurement data in a uniied way. Analyzing the
dataset as a whole, we found that the presence of artiicial light reverses
the variation pattern of the night sky when clouds are present, where weak,
natural light sources are blocked by clouds from arriving at the ground
level. Instead, clouds backscatter the emitted artiicial light, brightening
the night sky (Figure .a and Table .). The sky brightness is not constant
when excluding major natural light sources, but in general darkens as the
night progresses, when human activities decrease progressively through
the night (Figure .). Strong natural light sources, like the moon, no
longer dominates the variation of the night sky brightness, but instead
it depends on the cloud cover (Figure . and Table .) []. In addition
to these indings, we used the data of two sites from the campaign with
both weather data, to compare with daytime aerosol measurements from the
Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET), and found that while it is not possible
to establish a consistent relationship between the aerosol content in the
atmosphere and sky brightness for the rural site in Cabauw, the Netherlands
(Figure .), the presence of aerosols brightens up the sky in Madrid
(Figure .).
Long-term monitoring enables us to ind out the change in skyglow
pattern over a long period. We therefore have been continuously measuring
the night sky of Bremen, Germany using two SQMs, one in the suburban
location of the campus of the University of Bremen, and the other one in the
village Seebergen at the rural area just outside of the border of Bremen. The
night sky of the suburban site at the university campus is found to be typical
of a light-polluted location, with cloudy sky being brighter than clear sky
and the skyglow becomes darker during the course of the night (Figures .a
and .a. We found that while instrumental issues cannot be ruled out, over
a span of about . years, the night sky brightness of the site has decreased,
with midnight sky brightness decreasing annually by approximately .%
under clear sky, and .% under overcast sky. In addition the decreasing
trend was found to be stronger at the later hours of the night (Figures
.a and .a). For the rural site it was found that in the early hours of the
night, the local public and domestic lightings are the dominating light
source for the skyglow, which also contributes to the larger brightening
when the sky is cloudy. However, as the public and domestic lighting are
progressively switched of, the night sky of the site exhibits characteristics
typical with less light-polluted areas, where overcast sky is only slightly
brighter or darker than clear sky (Figures .b and .b). As the progress
replacing the public lighting to LED-based devices are slow, I suspect that
the darkening of the night sky originates from the gradual decrease of
output of the public lighting system due to aging, and that an improvement
in terms of ecological impacts is not guaranteed. We can therefore expect
that when the rate of light ixture replacement is accelerated in the future,
we can see an increase of sky brightness. A survey on public lighting assets
may also help predicting future trend of night sky brightness.

We also attempted to measure the blue content of Bremen’s night sky
using a CCD spectrometer. While we are not yet able to quantify this due to
lack of instruments and other operational issues with the spectrometer,
we found that even a zenith-pointing device can at least qualitatively
observe the skyglow at some speciic wavelengths. Shall the issues with
the instruments be solved, this will potentially help us experimentally ind
out the long-term change in spectrum of the night sky with the introduction
of LED-based public lightings. Similarly, these ground-based long-term
monitoring can be applied to locations worldwide, and together with
satellite-based data, will provide valuable assets for not only environmental
impact assessment, but also for policy makers to ind out appropriate
solutions of the problem of light pollution.
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Epilogue
SIMILAR to most subjects in environmental sciences, light pollution research
is necessary only because such a problem exists. And, like many other
environmental issues, the problem of light pollution can at least be partially
solved simply by self-regulating the use of lighting by individual users.
While this thesis is far from being revolutionary, I hope that it can raise the
awareness of individuals and society, to take a serious look into the problem,
and turn this thesis into a mere record of our history.
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